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The nature and origins of renormalization group ideas in statistical physics and condensed matter
theory are recounted informally, emphasizing those features of prime importance in these areas of
science in contradistinction to quantum field theory, in particular: critical exponents and scaling,
relevance, irrelevance and marginality, universality, and Wilson’s crucial concept of flows and fixed
points in a large space of Hamiltonians.
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FOREWORD

‘‘In March 1996 the Departments of Philosophy and of
Physics at Boston University cosponsored a Colloquium
‘On the Foundations of Quantum Field Theory.’ But in
the full title, this was preceded by the phrase ‘A Historical
Examination and Philosophical Reflections,’ which set
the aims of the meeting. The participants were mainly
high-energy physicists, experts in field theories, and inter-
ested philosophers of science.1 I was called on to speak,
essentially in a service role, presumably because I had
witnessed and had some hand in the development of
renormalization group concepts and because I have
played a role in applications where these ideas really mat-
tered. It is hoped that this article, based on the talk I
presented in Boston, may prove of interest to a wider
audience.’’

*Based on a lecture presented on 2 March 1996 at the Boston
Colloquium for the Philosophy of Science: ‘‘A Historical Ex-
amination and Philosophical Reflections on the Foundations of
Quantum Field Theory,’’ held at Boston University 1–3 March
1996.

1The proceedings of the conference are to be published under
the title Conceptual Foundations of Quantum Field Theory
(Cao, 1998): for details see the references collected in the Se-
lected Bibliography.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is held by some that the ‘‘Renormalization
Group’’—or, better, renormalization groups or, let us
say, Renormalization Group Theory (or RGT) is ‘‘one of
the underlying ideas in the theoretical structure of
Quantum Field Theory.’’ That belief suggests the poten-
tial value of a historical and conceptual account of RG
theory and the ideas and sources from which it grew, as
viewed from the perspective of statistical mechanics and
condensed matter physics. Especially pertinent are the
roots in the theory of critical phenomena.

The proposition just stated regarding the significance
of RG theory for Quantum Field Theory (or QFT, for
short) is open to debate even though experts in QFT
have certainly invoked RG ideas. Indeed, one may ask:
How far is some concept only instrumental? How far is
it crucial? It is surely true in physics that when we have
ideas and pictures that are extremely useful, they ac-
quire elements of reality in and of themselves. But,
philosophically, it is instructive to look at the degree to
which such objects are purely instrumental—merely use-
ful tools—and the extent to which physicists seriously
suppose they embody an essence of reality. Certainly,
many parts of physics are well established and long pre-
cede RG ideas. Among these is statistical mechanics it-
self, a theory not reduced and, in a deep sense, not di-
rectly reducible to lower, more fundamental levels
without the introduction of specific, new postulates.

Furthermore, statistical mechanics has reached a stage
where it is well posed mathematically; many of the basic
theorems (although by no means all) have been proved
with full rigor. In that context, I believe it is possible to
view the renormalization group as merely an instrument
or a computational device. On the other hand, at one
extreme, one might say: ‘‘Well, the partition function
itself is really just a combinatorial device.’’ But most
practitioners tend to think of it (and especially its loga-
rithm, the free energy) as rather more basic!

Now my aim here is not to instruct those field theo-
rists who understand these matters well.2 Rather, I hope
to convey to nonexperts and, in particular, to any with a
philosophical interest, a little more about what Renor-

2Such as D. Gross and R. Shankar (see Cao, 1998, and Shan-
kar, 1994). Note also Bagnuls and Bervillier (1997).
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malization Group Theory is3—at least in the eyes of
some of those who have earned a living by using it! One
hopes such information may be useful to those who
might want to discuss its implications and significance or
assess how it fits into physics more broadly or into QFT
in particular.

II. WHENCE CAME RENORMALIZATION
GROUP THEORY?

This is a good question to start with: I will try to re-
spond, sketching the foundations of RG theory in the
critical exponent relations and crucial scaling concepts4 of
Leo P. Kadanoff, Benjamin Widom, and myself devel-
oped in 1963–665—among, of course, other important
workers, particularly Cyril Domb6 and his group at
King’s College London, of which, originally, I was a
member, George A. Baker, Jr., whose introduction of
Padé approximant techniques proved so fruitful in gain-
ing quantitative knowledge,7 and Valeri L. Pokrovskii
and A. Z. Patashinskii in the Soviet Union who were,
perhaps, the first to bring field-theoretic perspectives to
bear.8 Especially, of course, I will say something of the
genesis of the full RG concept—the systematic integrat-
ing out of appropriate degrees of freedom and the re-
sulting RG flows—in the inspired work of Kenneth G.
Wilson9 as I saw it when he was a colleague of mine and
Ben Widom’s at Cornell University in 1965–1972. And I
must point also to the general, clarifying formulation of
RG theory by Franz J. Wegner (1972a) when he was

3It is worthwhile to stress, at the outset, what a ‘‘renormaliza-
tion group’’ is not! Although in many applications the particu-
lar renormalization group employed may be invertible, and so
constitute a continuous or discrete, group of transformations, it
is, in general, only a semigroup. In other words a renormaliza-
tion group is not necessarily invertible and, hence, cannot be
‘run backwards’ without ambiguity: in short it is not a ‘‘group.’’
The misuse of mathematical terminology may be tolerated
since these aspects play, at best, a small role in RG theory. The
point will be returned to in Secs. VIII and XI.

4Five influential reviews antedating renormalization-group
concepts are Domb (1960), Fisher (1965, 1967b), Kadanoff
et al. (1967) and Stanley (1971). Early reviews of renormaliza-
tion group developments are provided by Wilson and Kogut
(1974b) and Fisher (1974): see also Wilson (1983) and Fisher
(1983). The first texts are Pfeuty and Toulouse (1975), Ma
(1976), and Patashinskii and Pokrovskii (1979). The books by
Baker (1990), Creswick et al. (1992), and Domb (1996) present
retrospective views.

5See Essam and Fisher (1963), Widom (1965a, 1965b),
Kadanoff (1966), and Fisher (1967a).

6Note Domb (1960), Domb and Hunter (1965), and the ac-
count in Domb (1996).

7See Baker (1961) and the overview in Baker (1990).
8The original paper is Patashinskii and Pokrovskii (1966);

their text (1979), which includes a chapter on RG theory, ap-
peared in Russian around 1975 but did not then discuss RG
theory.

9Wilson (1971a, 1971b), described within the QFT context in
Wilson (1983).
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associated with Leo Kadanoff at Brown University: their
focus on relevant, irrelevant and marginal ‘operators’ (or
perturbations) has played a central role.10

But, if one takes a step back, two earlier, fundamental
theoretical achievements must be recognized: the first is
the work of Lev D. Landau, who in reality, is the
founder of systematic effective field theories, even
though he might not have put it that way. It is Landau’s
invention—as it may, I feel, be fairly called—of the order
parameter that is so important but often
underappreciated.11 To assert that there exists an order
parameter in essence says: ‘‘I may not understand the
microscopic phenomena at all’’ (as was historically, the
case for superfluid helium), ‘‘but I recognize that there is
a microscopic level and I believe it should have certain
general, overall properties especially as regards locality
and symmetry: those then serve to govern the most char-
acteristic behavior on scales greater than atomic.’’ Lan-
dau and Ginzburg (a major collaborator and developer
of the concept12) misjudged one or two of the important
general properties, in particular the role of fluctuations
and singularity; but that does not alter the deep signifi-
cance of this way of looking at a complex, condensed
matter system. Know the nature of the order
parameter—suppose, for example, it is a complex num-
ber and like a wave function—then one knows much
about the macroscopic nature of a physical system!

Significantly, in my view, Landau’s introduction of the
order parameter exposed a novel and unexpected folia-
tion or level in our understanding of the physical world.
Traditionally, one characterizes statistical mechanics as
directly linking the microscopic world of nuclei and at-
oms (on length scales of 10213 to 1028 cm) to the mac-
roscopic world of say, millimeters to meters. But the
order parameter, as a dynamic, fluctuating object in
many cases intervenes on an intermediate or mesoscopic
level characterized by scales of tens or hundreds of ang-
stroms up to microns (say, 1026.5 to 1023.5 cm). The ad-
vent of Wilson’s concept of the renormalization group
gave more precise meaning to the effective (‘‘coarse-
grained’’) Hamiltonians that stemmed from the work of
Landau and Ginzburg. One now pictures the LGW—for
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson—Hamiltonians as true but
significantly renormalized Hamiltonians in which finer
microscopic degrees of freedom have been integrated-
out. (See below for more concrete and explicit expres-
sions.) Frequently, indeed, in modern condensed matter
theory one starts from this intermediate level with a
physically appropriate LGW Hamiltonian in place of a
true (or, at least, more faithful or realistic) microscopic
Hamiltonian; and then one brings statistical mechanics

10Note the reviews by Kadanoff (1976) and Wegner (1976).
11See Landau and Lifshitz (1958) especially Sec. 135.
12In particular for the theory of superconductivity: see V. L.

Ginzburg and L. D. Landau, 1959, ‘‘On the Theory of Super-
conductivity,’’ Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 20, 1064; and, for a per-
sonal historical account, V. L. Ginzburg, 1997, ‘‘Superconduc-
tivity and Superfluidity (What was done and what was not),’’
Phys. Usp. 40, 407–432.
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to bear in order to understand the macroscopic level.
The derivation and validity of the many types of initial,
LGW Hamiltonians may then be the object of separate
studies to relate them to the atomic level.13

Landau’s concept of the order parameter, indeed,
brought light, clarity, and form to the general theory of
phase transitions, leading eventually, to the character-
ization of multicritical points and the understanding of
many characteristic features of ordered states.14 But in
1944 a bombshell struck! Lars Onsager, by a mathemati-
cal tour de force, deeply admired by Landau himself,15

computed exactly the partition function and thermody-
namic properties of the simplest model of a ferromagnet
or a fluid.16 This model, the Ising model, exhibited a
sharp critical point: but the explicit properties, in par-
ticular, the nature of the critical singularities disagreed
profoundly—as I will explain below—with essentially all
the detailed predictions of the Landau theory (and of all
foregoing, more specific theories). From this challenge,
and from experimental evidence pointing in the same
direction,17 grew the ideas of universal but nontrivial
critical exponents,18 special relations between different
exponents,19 and then, scaling descriptions of the region
of a critical point.20 These insights served as stimulus
and inspiration to Kenneth Wilson in his pursuit of an
understanding of quantum field theories.21 Indeed, once
one understood the close mathematical analogy between
doing statistical mechanics with effective Hamiltonians
and doing quantum field theory (especially with the aid
of Feynman’s path integral) the connections seemed al-
most obvious. Needless to say, however, the realization
of the analogy did not come overnight: in fact, Wilson
himself was, in my estimation, the individual who first
understood clearly the analogies at the deepest levels.
And they are being exploited, to mutual benefit to this
day.

In 1971, then, Ken Wilson, having struggled with the
problem for four or five years,22 was able to cast his
renormalization group ideas into a conceptually effec-
tive framework—effective in the sense that one could do

13These issues have been discussed further by the author in
‘‘Condensed Matter Physics: Does Quantum Mechanics Mat-
ter?’’ in Niels Bohr: Physics and the World, edited by H. Fesh-
bach, T. Matsui and A. Oleson, 1988 (Harwood Academic,
Chur), pp. 177–183.

14See Landau and Lifshitz (1958).
15As I know by independent personal communications from

Valeri Pokrovskii and from Isaak M. Khalatnikov.
16Onsager (1944), Kaufman and Onsager (1949), Onsager

(1949).
17See, e.g. Fisher (1965), Stanley (1971).
18Domb (1960, 1996) was the principal pioneer in the identi-

fication and estimation of critical exponents: see also the pref-
ace to Domb (1996) by the present author.

19Advanced particularly in Essam and Fisher (1963).
20Widom (1965a, 1965b), Domb and Hunter (1965), Kadanoff

(1966), and Patashinskii and Pokrovskii (1966).
21Wilson (1971a, 1971b; 1983).
22See below and the account in Wilson (1983).
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certain calculations with it.23 And Franz Wegner, very
soon afterwards,24 further clarified the foundations and
exposed their depth and breadth. An early paper by
Kadanoff and Wegner (1971) showing when and how
universality could fail was particularly significant in
demonstrating the richness of Wilson’s conception.

So our understanding of ‘‘anomalous,’’ i.e.,
nonLandau-type but, in reality, standard critical behav-
iour was greatly enhanced. And let me stress that my
personal aim as a theorist is to gain insight and under-
standing: What that may truly mean is, probably, a mat-
ter for deep philosophical review: After all, ‘‘What con-
stitutes an explanation?’’ But, on the other hand, if you
work as a theoretical physicist in the United States, and
wish to publish in The Physical Review, you had better
calculate something concrete and interesting with your
new theory pretty soon! For that purpose, the epsilon
expansion, which used as a small, perturbation param-
eter the deviation of the spatial dimensionality, d , from
four dimensions, namely, e542d , provided a powerful
and timely tool.25 It had the added advantage, if one
wanted to move ahead, that the method looked some-
thing like a cookbook—so that ‘‘any fool’’ could do or
check the calculations, whether they really understood,
at a deeper level, what they were doing or not! But in
practice that also has a real benefit in that a lot of cal-
culations do get done, and some of them turn up new
and interesting things or answer old or new questions in
instructive ways. A few calculations reveal apparent
paradoxes and problems which serve to teach one and
advance understanding since, as Arthur Wightman has
observed, one asks: ‘‘Maybe we should go back and
think more carefully about what we are actually doing in
implementing the theoretical ideas?’’ So that, in outline,
is what I want to convey in more detail, in this exposi-
tion.

III. WHERE STANDS THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP?

Beyond sketching the origins, it is the breadth and
generality of RG theory that I wish to stress. Let me,
indeed, say immediately that the full RG theory should
no more be regarded as based on QFT perturbative
expansions—despite that common claim—than can the
magnificent structure of Gibbsian statistical mechanics
be viewed as founded upon ideal classical gases, Boltz-
mannian kinetic theory, and the virial and cluster expan-
sions for dilute fluids! True, this last route was still fre-
quently retravelled in textbooks more than 50 years
after Gibbs’ major works were published; but it deeply
misrepresents the power and range of statistical mechan-
ics.

The parallel mischaracterizations of RG theory may
be found, for example, in the much cited book by Daniel
Amit (1978), or in Chapter 5 of the later text on Statis-

23As we will explain: see Wilson (1971a, 1971b).
24Wegner (1972a, 1972b).
25Wilson and Fisher (1972).
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tical Field Theory by Itzykson and Drouffe (1989), or,
more recently, in the lecture notes entitled Renormaliza-
tion Group by Benfatto and Gallavotti (1995), ‘‘dedi-
cated to scholars wishing to reflect on some details of
the foundations of the modern renormalization group
approach.’’ There we read that the authors aim to ex-
pose how the RG looks to them as physicists, namely:
‘‘this means the achievement of a coherent perturbation
theory based on second order (or lowest-order) calcula-
tions.’’ One cannot accept that! It is analogous to asking
‘‘What does statistical mechanics convey to a physicist?’’
and replying: ‘‘It means that one can compute the
second-virial coefficient to correct the ideal gas laws!’’
Of course, historically, that is not a totally irrelevant
remark; but it is extremely misleading and, in effect, in-
sults one of America’s greatest theoretical physicists, Jo-
siah Willard Gibbs.

To continue to use Benfatto and Gallavotti as straw-
men, we find in their preface that the reader is presumed
to have ‘‘some familiarity with classical quantum field
theory.’’ That surely, gives one the impression that,
somehow, QFT is necessary for RG theory. Well, it is
totally unnecessary!26 And, in particular, by implication
the suggestion overlooks entirely the so-called ‘‘real
space RG’’ techniques,27 the significant Monte Carlo
RG calculations,28 the use of functional RG methods,29

etc. On the other hand, if one wants to do certain types
of calculation, then familiarity with quantum field theory
and Feynmann diagrams can be very useful. But there is
no necessity, even though many books that claim to tell
one about renormalization group theory give that im-
pression.

I do not want to be unfair to Giovanni Gallavotti, on
whose lectures the published notes are based: his book is
insightful, stimulating and, accepting his perspective as a
mathematical physicist30 keenly interested in field
theory, it is authoritative. Furthermore, it forthrightly
acknowledges the breadth of the RG approach citing as
examples of problems implicitly or explicitly treated by
RG theory:31

(i) The KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) theory of
Hamiltonian stability
(ii) The constructive theory of Euclidean fields
(iii) Universality theory of the critical point in statis-
tical mechanics

26See, e.g., Fisher (1974, 1983), Creswick, Farach, and Poole
(1992), and Domb (1996).

27See the reviews in Niemeijer and van Leeuwen (1976),
Burkhardt and van Leeuwen (1982).

28Pioneered by Ma (1976) and reviewed in Burkhardt and
van Leeuwen (1982). For a large scale calculation, see: Pawley,
Swendsen, Wallace, and Wilson (1984).

29For a striking application see: Fisher and Huse (1985).
30The uninitiated should note that for a decade or two the

term ‘mathematical physicist’ has meant a theorist who pro-
vides rigorous proofs of his main results. For an account of the
use of the renormalization group in rigorous work in math-
ematical physics, see Gawȩdski (1986).

31Benfatto and Gallavotti (1995), Chap. 1.
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(iv) Onset of chaotic motions in dynamical systems
(which includes Feigenbaum’s period-doubling cas-
cades)
(v) The convergence of Fourier series on a circle
(vi) The theory of the Fermi surface in Fermi liquids
(as described by Shankar (1994; and in Cao, 1998))
To this list one might well add:
(vii) The theory of polymers in solutions and in melts
(viii) Derivation of the Navier-Stoker equations for
hydrodynamics
(ix) The fluctuations of membranes and interfaces
(x) The existence and properties of ‘critical phases’
(such as superfluid and liquid-crystal films)
(xi) Phenomena in random systems, fluid percolation,
electron localization, etc.
(xii) The Kondo problem for magnetic impurities in
nonmagnetic metals.

This last problem, incidentally, was widely advertised
as a significant, major issue in solid state physics. How-
ever, when Wilson solved it by a highly innovative, nu-
merical RG technique32 he was given surprisingly little
credit by that community. It is worth noting Wilson’s
own assessment of his achievement: ‘‘This is the most
exciting aspect of the renormalization group, the part of
the theory that makes it possible to solve problems
which are unreachable by Feynman diagrams. The
Kondo problem has been solved by a nondiagrammatic
computer method.’’

Earlier in this same passage, written in 1975, Wilson
roughly but very usefully divides RG theory into four
parts: (a) the formal theory of fixed points and linear
and nonlinear behavior near fixed points where he espe-
cially cites Wegner (1972a, 1976), as did I, above; (b) the
diagrammatic (or field-theoretic) formulation of the RG
for critical phenomena33 where the e expansion34 and its
many variants35 plays a central role; (c) QFT methods,
including the 1970–71 Callan-Symanzik equations36 and
the original, 1954 Gell-Mann-Low RG theory—
restricted to systems with only a single, marginal

32Wilson (1975); for the following quotation see page 776,
column 1.

33Wilson (1972), Brézin, Wallace, and Wilson (1972), Wilson
and Kogut (1974), Brézin, Le Guillou and Zinn-Justin (1976).

34Wilson and Fisher (1972), Fisher and Pfeuty (1972).
35Especial mention should be made of 1/n expansions, where

n is the number of components of the vector order parameter
(Abe, 1972, 1973; Fisher, Ma, and Nickel, 1972; Suzuki, 1972;
and see Fisher, 1974, and Ma, 1976a) and of coupling-constant
expansions in fixed dimension: see Parisi (1973, 1974); Baker,
Nickel, Green, and Meiron (1976); Le Guillou and Zinn-Justin
(1977); Baker, Nickel, and Meiron (1978): For other problems,
dimensionality expansions have been made by writing d582e,
62e, 41

1
2 m2e (m51, 2, ¯), 32e, 21e, and 11e.

36The Callan-Symanzik equations are described, e.g., in Amit
(1978) and Itzykson and Drouffe (1989). The coupling-
constant expansions in fixed dimension (Parisi, 1973, 1974;
Baker et al., 1976) typically use these equations as a starting
point and are usually presented purely formally in contrast to
the full Wilson approach (b).
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variable37—from which Wilson drew some of his inspi-
ration and which he took to name the whole approach.38

Wilson characterizes these methods as efficient
calculationally—which is certainly the case—but apply-
ing only to Feynman diagram expansions and says:
‘‘They completely hide the physics of many scales.’’ In-
deed, from the perspective of condensed matter physics,
as I will try to explain below, the chief drawback of the
sophisticated field-theoretic techniques is that they are
safely applicable only when the basic physics is already
well understood. By contrast, the general formulation
(a), and Wilson’s approach (b), provide insight and un-
derstanding into quite fresh problems.

Finally, Wilson highlights (d) ‘‘the construction of
nondiagrammatic RG transformations, which are then
solved numerically.’’ This includes the real-space, Monte
Carlo, and functional RG approaches cited above and,
of course, Wilson’s own brilliant application to the
Kondo problem (1975).

IV. EXPONENTS, ANOMALOUS DIMENSIONS, SCALE
INVARIANCE AND SCALE DEPENDENCE

If one is to pick out a single feature that epitomizes
the power and successes of RG theory, one can but en-
dorse Gallavotti and Benfatto when they say ‘‘it has to
be stressed that the possibility of nonclassical critical in-
dices (i.e., of nonzero anomaly h) is probably the most
important achievement of the renormalization group.’’ 39

For nonexperts it seems worthwhile to spend a little
time here explaining the meaning of this remark in more
detail and commenting on a few of the specialist terms
that have already arisen in this account.

To that end, consider a locally defined microscopic
variable which I will denote c(r). In a ferromagnet this
might well be the local magnetization, M

→
(r), or spin

vector, S
→

(r), at point r in ordinary d-dimensional (Eu-
clidean) space; in a fluid it might be the deviation dr(r),
of the fluctuating density at r from the mean density. In
QFT the local variables c(r) are the basic quantum fields
which are ‘operator valued.’ For a magnetic system, in
which quantum mechanics was important, M

→
(r)

and S
→

(r) would, likewise, be operators. However, the
distinction is of relatively minor importance so that we
may, for ease, suppose c (r) is a simple classical vari-
able. It will be most interesting when c is closely related
to the order parameter for the phase transition and criti-
cal behavior of concern.

By means of a scattering experiment (using light, x
rays, neutrons, electrons, etc.) one can often observe the
corresponding pair correlation function (or basic ‘two-
point function’)

37See Wilson (1975), page 796, column 1. The concept of a
‘‘marginal’’ variable is explained briefly below: see also Weg-
ner (1972a, 1976), Fisher (1974, 1983), and Kadanoff (1976).

38See Wilson (1975, 1983).
39See Benfatto and Gallavotti (1995) page 64.
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G~r!5^c~0!c~r!&, (1)

where the angular brackets ^•& denote a statistical aver-
age over the thermal fluctuations that characterize all
equilibrium systems at nonzero temperature. (Also un-
derstood, when c(r) is an operator, are the correspond-
ing quantum-mechanical expectation values.)

Physically, G(r) is important since it provides a direct
measure of the influence of the leading microscopic fluc-
tuations at the origin 0 on the behavior at a point dis-
tance r5ur u away. But, almost by definition, in the vicin-
ity of an appropriate critical point—for example the
Curie point of a ferromagnet when c [M

→
or the gas-

liquid critical point when c5dr —a strong ‘‘ordering’’
influence or correlation spreads out over, essentially,
macroscopic distances. As a consequence, precisely at
criticality one rather generally finds a power-law decay,
namely,

Gc~r!'D/rd221h as r→` , (2)

which is characterized by the critical exponent (or critical
index) d221h.

Now all the theories one first encounters—the so-
called ‘classical’ or Landau-Ginzburg or van der Waals
theories, etc.40—predict, quite unequivocally, that h van-
ishes. In QFT this corresponds to the behavior of a free
massless particle. Mathematically, the reason underlying
this prediction is that the basic functions entering the
theory have (or are assumed to have) a smooth, analytic,
nonsingular character so that, following Newton, they
may be freely differentiated and, thereby expanded in
Taylor series with positive integral powers41 even at the
critical point. In QFT the classical exponent value d22
(implying h50) can often be determined by naive di-
mensional analysis or ‘power counting’: then d22 is said
to represent the ‘canonical dimension’ while h, if nonva-
nishing, represents the ‘dimensional anomaly.’ Physi-
cally, the prediction h50 typically results from a neglect
of fluctuations or, more precisely as Wilson emphasized,
from the assumption that only fluctuations on much
smaller scales can play a significant role: in such circum-
stances the fluctuations can be safely incorporated into
effective (or renormalized) parameters (masses, coupling
constants, etc.) with no change in the basic character of
the theory.

40Note that ‘classical’ here, and in the quote from Benfatto
and Gallavotti above means ‘in the sense of the ancient au-
thors’; in particular, it is not used in contradistinction to ‘quan-
tal’ or to allude in any way to quantum mechanics (which has
essentially no relevance for critical points at nonzero tempera-
ture: see the author’s article cited in Footnote 13).

41The relevant expansion variable in scattering experiments is
the square of the scattering wave vector, k, which is propor-

tional to l21 sin 1
2u where u is the scattering angle and l the

wavelength of the radiation used. In the description of near-
critical thermodynamics, Landau theory assumes (and mean-
field theories lead to) Taylor expansions in powers of
T2Tc and C5^C(r)&, the equilibrium value of the order pa-
rameter.
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But a power-law dependence on distance implies a
lack of a definite length scale and, hence, a scale invari-
ance. To illustrate this, let us rescale distances by a fac-
tor b so that

r⇒ r85br, (3)
and, at the same time, rescale the order parameter c by
some ‘‘covariant’’ factor bv where v will be a critical
exponent characterizing c. Then we have

Gc~r!5^c~0!c~r!&c ⇒
Gc8~br!5b2v^c~0!c~br!&c

'b2vD/bd221hrd221h. (4)
Now, observe that if one has v5 1

2 (d221h), the fac-
tors of b drop out and the form in Eq. (2) is recaptured.
In other words Gc(r) is scale invariant (or covariant): its
variation reveals no characteristic lengths, large, small,
or intermediate!

Since power laws imply scale invariance and the ab-
sence of well separated scales, the classical theories
should be suspect at (and near) criticality! Indeed, one
finds that the ‘‘anomaly’’ h does not normally vanish (at
least for dimensions d less than 4, which is the only con-
cern in a condensed matter laboratory!). In particular,
from the work of Kaufman and Onsager (1949) one can
show analytically that h5 1

4 for the d52 Ising model.42

Consequently, the analyticity and Taylor expansions
presupposed in the classical theories are not valid.43

Therein lies the challenge to theory! Indeed, it proved
hard even to envisage the nature of a theory that would
lead to hÞ0. The power of the renormalization group is
that it provides a conceptual and, in many cases, a com-
putational framework within which anomalous values
for h (and for other exponents like v and its analogs for
all local quantities such as the energy density) arise
naturally.

In applications to condensed matter physics, it is clear
that the power law in Eq. (2) can hold only for distances
relatively large compared to atomic lengths or lattice
spacings which we will denote a . In this sense the scale
invariance of correlation functions is only asymptotic—
hence the symbol ', for ‘‘asymptotically equals,’’ 44 and
the proviso r → ` in Eq. (2). A more detailed descrip-
tion would account for the effects of nonvanishing a , at
least in leading order. By contrast, in QFT the micro-
scopic distance a represents an ‘‘ultraviolet’’ cutoff
which, since it is in general unknown, one normally
wishes to remove from the theory. If this removal is not
done with surgical care—which is what the renormaliza-
tion program in QFT is all about—the theory remains
plagued with infinite divergencies arising when a→0,

42Fisher (1959): see also Fisher (1965, Sec. 29; 1967b, Sec.
6.2), Fisher and Burford (1967).

43Precisely the same problem undermines applications of ca-
tastrophe theory to critical phenomena; the assumed expres-
sions in powers of (T2Tc) and C5^c& are simply not valid.

44See the Appendix for a discussion of appropriate conven-
tions for the symbols ., ', and ;.
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i.e., when the ‘‘cutoff is removed.’’ But in statistical
physics one always anticipates a short-distance cutoff
that sets certain physical parameters such as the value of
Tc ; infinite terms per se do not arise and certainly do not
drive the theory as in QFT.

In current descriptions of QFT the concept of the
scale-dependence of parameters is often used with the
physical picture that the typical properties of a system
measured at particular length (and/or time) scales
change, more-or-less slowly, as the scale of observation
changes. From my perspective this phraseology often
represents merely a shorthand for a somewhat simplified
view of RG flows (as discussed generally below) in
which only one variable or a single trajectory is
followed,45 basically because one is interested only in
one, unique theory—the real world of particle physics.
In certain condensed matter problems something analo-
gous may suffice or serve in a first attack; but in general
a more complex view is imperative.

One may, however, provide a more concrete illustra-
tion of scale dependence by referring again to the power
law Eq. (2). If the exponent h vanishes, or equivalently,
if c has its canonical dimension, so that v5vcan
5 1

2 (d22), one may regard the amplitude D as a fixed,
measurable parameter which will typically embody some
real physical significance. Suppose, however, h does not
vanish but is nonetheless relatively small: indeed, for
many (d53)-dimensional systems, one has h.0.035.46

Then we can introduce a ‘‘renormalized’’ or ‘‘scale-
dependent’’ parameter

D̃~R !'D/Rh as R→` , (5)
and rewrite the original result simply as

Gc~r !5D̃~r !/rd22. (6)

Since h is small we see that D̃(R) varies slowly with the
scale R on which it is measured. In many cases in QFT
the dimensions of the field c (alias the order parameter)
are subject only to marginal perturbations (see below)
which translate into a log R dependence of the renor-
malized parameter D̃(R); the variation with scale is
then still weaker than when hÞ0.

V. THE CHALLENGES POSED BY CRITICAL PHENOMENA

It is good to remember, especially when discussing
theory and philosophy, that physics is an experimental
science! Accordingly, I will review briefly a few experi-
mental findings47 that serve to focus attention on the

45See below and, e.g., Wilson and Kogut (1974), Bagnuls and
Bervillier (1997).

46See, e.g., Fisher and Burford (1967), Fisher (1983), Baker
(1990), and Domb (1996).

47Ideally, I should show here plots of impressive experimental
data and, in particular, dramatic color pictures of carbon diox-
ide passing though its critical point. [See Stanley (1971) for
black and white photographs.] It is not, however, feasible to
reproduce such figures here; instead the presentation focuses
on the conclusions as embodied in the observed power laws,
etc.
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FIG. 1. Temperature variation of gas-liquid
coexistence curves (temperature, T , versus
density, r) and corresponding spontaneous
magnetization plots (magnetization, M , ver-
sus T). The solid curves, (b) and (d), repre-
sent (semiquantitatively) observation and
modern theory, while the dotted curves (a)
and (c) illustrate the corresponding ‘‘classi-
cal’’ predictions (mean-field theory and van
der Waals approximation). These latter plots
are parabolic through the critical points
(small open circles) instead of obeying a
power law with the universal exponent
b.0.325: see Eqs. (9) and (11). The energy
scale «, and the maximal density and magne-
tization, rmax and Mmax , are nonuniversal pa-
rameters particular to each physical system;
they vary widely in magnitude.
principal theoretical challenges faced by, and rather
fully met by RG theory.

In 1869 Andrews reported to the Royal Society his
observations of carbon dioxide sealed in a (strong!) glass
tube at a mean overall density, r, close to 0.5 gm cm23.
At room temperatures the fluid breaks into two phases:
a liquid of density r liq(T) that coexists with a lighter
vapor or gas phase of density rgas(T) from which it is
separated by a visible meniscus or interface; but when
the temperature, T , is raised and reaches a sharp critical
temperature, Tc.31.04 °C, the liquid and gaseous
phases become identical, assuming a common density
rliq5rgas5rc while the meniscus disappears in a ‘‘mist’’
of ‘‘critical opalescence.’’ For all T above Tc there is a
complete ‘‘continuity of state,’’ i.e., no distinction what-
soever remains between liquid and gas (and there is no
meniscus). A plot of r liq(T) and rgas(T)—as illustrated
somewhat schematically in Fig. 1(d)—represents the so-
called gas-liquid coexistence curve: the two halves, r liq
.rc and rgas,rc , meet smoothly at the critical point
(Tc ,rc)—shown as a small circle in Fig. 1: the dashed
line below Tc represents the diameter defined by r̄(T)
5 1

2 @r liq(T)1rgas(T)# .
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The same phenomena occur in all elemental and
simple molecular fluids and in fluid mixtures. The values
of Tc , however, vary widely: e.g., for helium-four one
finds 5.20 K while for mercury Tc.1764 K. The same is
true for the critical densities and concentrations: these
are thus ‘‘nonuniversal parameters’’ directly reflecting
the atomic and molecular properties, i.e., the physics on
the scale of the cutoff a . Hence, in Fig. 1, rmax (which
may be taken as the density of the corresponding crystal
at low T) is of order 1/a3, while the scale of kBTc is set
by the basic microscopic potential energy of attraction
denoted «. While of considerable chemical, physical, and
engineering interest, such parameters will be of marginal
concern to us here. The point, rather, is that the shapes
of the coexistence curves, r liq(T) and rgas(T) versus T ,
become asymptotically universal in character as the criti-
cal point is approached.

To be more explicit, note first an issue of symmetry.
In QFT, symmetries of many sorts play an important
role: they may (or must) be built into the theory but can
be ‘‘broken’’ in the physically realized vacuum state(s)
of the quantum field. In the physics of fluids the opposite
situation pertains. There is no real physical symmetry
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between coexisting liquid and gas: they are just different
states, one a relatively dense collection of atoms or mol-
ecules, the other a relatively dilute collection—see Fig.
1(d). However, if one compares the two sides of the
coexistence curve, gas and liquid, by forming the ratio

R~T !5@rc2rgas~T !#/ @r liq~T !2rc# , (7)

one discovers an extraordinarily precise asymptotic sym-
metry. Explicitly, when T approaches Tc from below or,
introducing a convenient notation,

t[~T2Tc!/Tc→02 , (8)

one finds R(T)→1. This simply means that the physical
fluid builds for itself an exact mirror symmetry in density
(and other properties) as the critical point is ap-
proached. And this is a universal feature for all fluids
near criticality. (This symmetry is reflected in Fig. 1(d)
by the high, although not absolutely perfect, degree of
asymptotic linearity of the coexistence-curve diameter,
r̄(T)—the dashed line described above.)

More striking than the (asymptotic) symmetry of the
coexistence curve is the universality of its shape close to
Tc —visible in Fig. 1(d) as a flattening of the graph rela-
tive to the parabolic shape of the corresponding classical
prediction—see plot (c) in Fig. 1, which is derived from
the famous van der Waals equation of state. Rather gen-
erally one can describe the shape of a fluid coexistence
curve in the critical region via the power law

Dr[ 1
2 @r liq~T !2rgas~T !#'Butub as t→02 , (9)

where B is a nonuniversal amplitude while the critical
exponent b takes the universal value

b.0.325, (10)

(in which the last figure is uncertain). To stress the
point: b is a nontrivial number, not known exactly, but it
is the same for all fluid critical points! This contrasts
starkly with the classical prediction b5 1

2 [corresponding
to a parabola: see Fig. 1(c)]. The value in Eq. (10) ap-
plies to (d53)-dimensional systems. Classical theories
make the same predictions for all d . On the other hand,
for d52, Onsager’s work (1949) on the square-lattice
Ising model leads to b5 1

8. This value has since been con-
firmed experimentally by Kim and Chan (1984) for a
‘‘two-dimensional fluid’’ of methane (CH4) adsorbed on
the flat, hexagonal-lattice surface of graphite crystals.

Not only does the value in Eq. (10) for b describe
many types of fluid system, it also applies to anisotropic
magnetic materials, in particular to those of Ising-type
with one ‘‘easy axis.’’ For that case, in vanishing mag-
netic fields, H , below the Curie or critical temperature,
Tc , a ferromagnet exhibits a spontaneous magnetization
and one has M56M0(T). The sign, 1 or 2, depends
on whether one lets H approach zero from positive or
negative values. Since, in equilibrium, there is a full,
natural physical symmetry under H⇒2H and M⇒
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2M (in contrast to fluid systems) one clearly has Mc
50: likewise, the asymptotic symmetry corresponding to
Eq. (7) is, in this case exact for all T : see Fig. 1, plots (a)
and (b). Thus, as is evident in Fig. 1, the global shape of
a spontaneous magnetization curve does not closely re-
semble a normal fluid coexistence curve. Nevertheless,
in the asymptotic law

M0~T !'Butub as t→02 , (11)

the exponent value in Eq. (10) still applies for d53: see
Fig. 1(b); the corresponding classical ‘‘mean-field
theory’’ in plot (a), again predicts b5 1

2. For d52 the
value b 5 1

8 is once more valid!
And, beyond fluids and anisotropic ferromagnets

many other systems belong—more correctly their criti-
cal behavior belongs—to the ‘‘Ising universality class.’’
Included are other magnetic materials (antiferromagnets
and ferrimagnets), binary metallic alloys (exhibiting
order-disorder transitions), certain types of ferroelec-
trics, and so on.

For each of these systems there is an appropriate or-
der parameter and, via Eq. (2), one can then define (and
usually measure) the correlation decay exponent h
which is likewise universal. Indeed, essentially any mea-
surable property of a physical system displays a univer-
sal critical singularity. Of particular importance is the
exponent a . 0.11 (Ising, d53) which describes the di-
vergence to infinity of the specific heat via

C~T !'A6/ utua as t→06 , (12)

(at constant volume for fluids or in zero field, H 5 0, for
ferromagnets, etc.). The amplitudes A1 and A2 are
again nonuniversal; but their dimensionless ratio,
A1/A2, is universal, taking a value close to 0.52. When
d52, as Onsager (1944) found, A1/A251 and utu2a is
replaced by log u t u. But classical theory merely predicts a
jump in specific heat, DC5Cc

22Cc
1.0, for all d!

Two other central quantities are a divergent isother-
mal compressibility x(T) (for a fluid) or isothermal sus-
ceptibility, x(T) } (]M/]H)T (for a ferromagnet) and,
for all systems, a divergent correlation length, j(T),
which measures the growth of the ‘range of influence’ or
of correlation observed say, via the decay of the corre-
lation function G(R ;T)—see Eq. (1) above—to its long-
distance limit. For these functions we write

x~T !'C6/ utug and j~T !'j0
6/ utun, (13)

as t→06 , and find, for d53 Ising-type systems,

g .1.24 and n .0.63 (14)

(while g 51 3
4 and n 51 for d 5 2).

As hinted, there are other universality classes known
theoretically although relatively few are found
experimentally.48 Indeed, one of the early successes of

48See e.g., the survey in Fisher (1974b) and Aharony (1976).
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RG theory was delineating and sharpening our grasp of
the various important universality classes. To a signifi-
cant degree one found that only the vectorial or tenso-
rial character of the relevant order parameter (e.g., sca-
lar, complex number alias two-component vector, three-
component vector, etc.) plays a role in determining the
universality class. But the whys and the wherefores of
this self-same issue represent, as does the universality
itself, a prime challenge to any theory of critical phe-
nomena.

VI. EXPONENT RELATIONS, SCALING AND IRRELEVANCE

By 1960–62 the existence of universal critical
exponents disagreeing sharply with classical predictions
may be regarded as well established theoretically and
experimentally.49 The next theoretical step was the
discovery of exponent relations, that is, simple algebraic
equations satisfied by the various exponents indepen-
dently of the universality class. Among the first of

49This retrospective statement may, perhaps, warrant further
comment. First, the terms ‘‘universal’’ and ‘‘universality class’’
came into common usage only after 1974 when (see below) the
concept of various types of renormalization-group fixed point
had been well recognized (see Fisher, 1974b). Kadanoff (1976)
deserves credit not only for introducing and popularizing the
terms but especially for emphasizing, refining, and extending
the concepts. On the other hand, Domb’s (1960) review made
clear that all (short-range) Ising models should have the same
critical exponents irrespective of lattice structure but depend-
ing strongly on dimensionality. The excluded-volume problem
for polymers was known to have closely related but distinct
critical exponents from the Ising model, depending similarly
on dimensionality but not lattice structure (Fisher and Sykes,
1959). And, as regards the Heisenberg model—which pos-
sesses what we would now say is an (n53)-component vector
or O(3) order parameter—there were strong hints that the ex-
ponents were again different (Rushbrooke and Wood, 1958;
Domb and Sykes, 1962). On the experimental front matters
might, possibly be viewed as less clear-cut: indeed, for ferro-
magnets, nonclassical exponents were unambiguously revealed
only in 1964 by Kouvel and Fisher. However, a striking experi-
ment by Heller and Benedek (1962) had already shown that
the order parameter of the antiferromagnet MnF2, namely, the
sublattice magnetization M0

†(T), vanishes as utub with b
.0.335 . Furthermore, for fluids, the work of the Dutch school
under Michels and the famous analysis of coexistence curves
by Guggenheim (1949) allowed little doubt—see Rowlinson
(1959), Chap. 3, especially, pp. 91–95—that all reasonably
simple atomic and molecular fluids displayed the same but
nonclassical critical exponents with b. 1

3: And, also well before
1960, Widom and Rice (1955) had analyzed the critical iso-
therms of a number of simple fluids and concluded that the
corresponding critical exponent d (see, e.g., Fisher, 1967b)
took a value around 4.2 in place of the van der Waals value
d53. In addition, evidence was in hand showing that the con-
solute point in binary fluid mixtures was similar (see Rowlin-
son, 1959, pp. 165–166).
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these were50

g5~22h!n and a12b1g52. (15)

As the reader may check from the values quoted above,
these relations hold exactly for the d52 Ising models
and are valid when d53 to within the experimental ac-
curacy or the numerical precision (of the theoretical
estimates51). They are even obeyed exactly by the clas-
sical exponent values (which, today, we understand52 as
valid for d.4).

The first relation in Eq. (15) pertains just to the basic
correlation function G(r;T)5^c (0)c (r)& as defined
previously. It follows from the assumption,53 supported
in turn by an examination of the structure of Onsager’s
matrix solution to the Ising model54 that in the critical
region all lengths (much larger than the lattice spacing a)
scale like the correlation length j(T)—introduced in Eq.
(13). Formally one expresses this principle by writing,
for t→0 and r→`,

G~T ;r!'
D

rd221h GS r

j~T ! D , (16)

where, for consistency with (2), the scaling function,
G(x), satisfies the normalization condition G(0)51. In-
tegrating r over all space yields the compressibility/
susceptibility x(T) and, thence, the relation g5(22h)n.
This scaling law highlights the importance of the corre-
lation length j in the critical region, a feature later
stressed and developed further, especially by Widom

50See Fisher (1959; 1962; 1964, see Eq. (5.7); 1967b) for the
first relation here; the second relation was advanced in Essam
and Fisher (1963) where the now generally accepted notation
for the thermodynamic critical exponents was also introduced.
See, in addition, Fisher (1967a) based on a lecture given in
March 1965. Actually the initial proposal was written as
a812b1g852, where the primes denote exponents defined be-
low Tc . This distinction, although historically important, is
rarely made nowadays since, in general, scaling (see below)
implies the T:Tc equalities a85a, g85g, n85n, etc. [also men-
tioned in Essam and Fisher and Fisher (1967a)]. Moved by the
suggested thermodynamic exponent equality, Rushbrooke
(1963) quickly showed that for magnetic systems (with H⇒
2H symmetry) the positivity of specific heats implied by the
Second Law of Thermodynamics could be used to prove rigor-
ously the inequality a812b1g8>2. His proof was soon ex-
tended to fluid systems (Fisher 1964), see Eq. (2.20). Corre-
sponding to the first equality in Eq. (15), the inequality
g<(22h)n was proven rigorously in (Fisher, 1969). Other valu-
able exponent inequalities encompassing ‘‘scaling laws’’ for the
exponents as the limiting case of equality were proved by Grif-
fiths (1965, 1972) for thermodynamic exponents and Bucking-
ham and Gunton (1969) for correlation exponents.

51See e.g., Fisher (1967b), Baker (1990), Domb (1996).
52See Wilson and Fisher (1972), Wilson and Kogut (1974),

Fisher (1974, 1983).
53See Fisher (1959, 1962).
54Onsager (1944), Kaufman and Onsager (1949).
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(1965), Kadanoff (1966, 1976), and Wilson (1983).55 It is
worth remarking that in QFT the inverse correlation-
length j21, is basically equivalent to the renormalized
mass of the field c : masslessness then equates with criti-
cality since j21→0.

The next theoretical question was: ‘‘How can one con-
struct an equation of state for a system which has non-
classical critical exponents?’’ The ‘‘equation of state’’—
for concreteness let us say, for a ferromagnet—is an
equation relating the magnetization, M , the temperature
T , the magnetic field, H , and perhaps, some further
variable, say P , like, for example, the overall pressure
or, more interestingly, the strength of the direct electro-
magnetic, dipole-dipole couplings. More generally, one
wants to know the free energy F(T ,H ,P) from which all
the thermodynamic properties follow56—or, better still,
the full correlation function G(r;T ,H ,P) (where previ-
ously we had supposed H 5 0 and P 5 P0 , fixed) since
this gives more insight into the ‘‘structure’’ of the sys-
tem.

The equation of state is crucial knowledge for any
applications but, at first sight, the question appears
merely of somewhat technical interest. Classical theory
provides a simple answer—basically just a power series
expansion in (T2Tc), (M 2 Mc), and (P 2 Pc), etc.;
but that always enforces classical exponent values! It
transpires, therefore, that the mathematical issues are
much more delicate: For convenience, let us focus on the
singular part of the free energy density, namely,57

fs~ t ,h ,g ![2DF~T ,H ,P !/VkBT , (17)

as a function of the physically appropriate reduced vari-
ables

t5~T2Tc!/Tc , h5mBH/kBT , g5P/kBT . (18)

Now, not only must f(t ,h ,g) reproduce all the correct
critical singularities when t → 0 (for h50, etc.), it must
also be free of singularities, i.e. ‘‘analytic,’’ away from
the critical point (and the phase boundary h50 below
Tc).

The solution to this problem came most directly via
Widom’s (1965b) homogeneity or, as more customarily
now called, scaling hypothesis which embodies a minimal
number of the critical exponents. This may be written

fs~ t ,h ,g !'utu22aF S h

utuD
,

g

utufD , (19)

55See also Wilson and Kogut (1974).
56Thus, for example, the equation of state is given by M5

2(]F/]H)T , P ; the specific heat is C52T(]2F/]T2)H50, P .
57The ‘‘singular part,’’ DF in Eq. (17), is found by subtracting

from F analytic terms: F0(T ,H ,P)5Fc1F1(T2Tc)1F2H
1 ¯ . In Eq. (17) the volume V of the physical system is
shown but a conceptually crucial theoretical issue, namely the
taking of the thermodynamic limit, V → ` , has, for simplicity,
been ignored. In Eq. (18), mB denotes the Bohr magneton, so
that h is dimensionless.
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where a is the specific heat exponent introduced in Eq.
(12) while the new exponent, D, which determines how
h scales with t , is given by

D5b1g . (20)

Widom observed, incidentally, that the classical theories
themselves obey scaling: one then has a50, D51 1

2,
f52 1

2.
The second new exponent, f, did not appear in the

original critical-point scaling formulations;58 neither did
the argument z5g/ utuf appear in the scaling function

F(y ,z). It is really only with the appreciation of RG
theory that we know that such a dependence should in
general be present and, indeed, that a full spectrum $f j%
of such higher-order exponents with f[f1.f2.f3
.¯ must normally appear!59

But how could such a spectrum of exponents be over-
looked? The answer—essentially as supplied by the gen-
eral RG analysis60—is that g and all the higher-order
‘‘coupling constants,’’ say gj , are irrelevant if their asso-
ciated exponents f j are negative. To see this, suppose, as
will typically be the case, that f[f152u is negative
(so u.0). Then, on approach to the critical point we see
that

z5g/ utuf5gutuu→0. (21)

Consequently, F(y ,z), in Eq. (19) can be replaced sim-
ply by F(y , 0) which is a function of just a single vari-
able. Furthermore, asymptotically when T → Tc we get
the same function whatever the actual value of
g — clearly61 this is an example of universality.

Indeed, within RG theory this is the general mecha-
nism of universality: in a very large (generally infinitely
large) space of Hamiltonians, parametrized by t , h , and
all the gj , there is a controlling critical point (later seen
to be a fixed point) about which each variable enters
with a characteristic exponent. All systems with Hamil-
tonians differing only through the values of the gj
(within suitable bounds) will exhibit the same critical be-
havior determined by the same free-energy scaling func-
tion F(y), where now we drop the irrelevant argu-

58Widom (1965), Domb and Hunter (1965), Kadanoff (1966),
Patashinskii and Pokroskii (1966); and see Fisher (1967b) and
Stanley (1971).

59See Wilson (1971a) and, for a very general exposition of
scaling theory, Fisher (1974a).

60Wegner (1972, 1976), Fisher (1974a), Kadanoff (1976).
61Again we slide over a physically important detail, namely,

that Tc for example, will usually be a function of any irrelevant
parameter such as g . This comes about because, in a full scal-
ing formulation, the variables t , h , and g appearing in Eq. (19)
must be replaced by nonlinear scaling fields t̃(t ,h ,g), h̃(t ,h ,g)
and g̃(t ,h ,g) which are smooth functions of t , h , and g (Weg-
ner, 1972, 1976; Fisher, 1983). By the same token it is usually
advantageous to introduce a prefactor A0 in Eq. (19) and
‘‘metrical factors’’ Ej in the arguments y [ z0 and zj (see, e.g.,
Fisher, 1983).
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ment(s). Different universality classes will be associated
with different controlling critical points in the space of
Hamiltonians with, once one recognizes the concept of
RG flows, different ‘‘domains of attraction’’ under the
flow. All these issues will be reviewed in greater detail
below.

In reality, the expectation of a general form of
scaling62 is frequently the most important consequence
of RG theory for the practising experimentalist or theo-
rist. Accordingly, it is worth saying more about the
meaning and implications of Eq. (19). First, (i) it very
generally implies the thermodynamic exponent relation
Eq. (15) connecting a, b and g ; and (ii) since all leading
exponents are determined entirely by the two exponents
a and D (5b1g), it predicts similar exponent relations
for any other exponents one might define—such as d
specified on the critical isotherm63 by H;Md. Beyond
that, (iii) if one fixes P (or g) and similar parameters and
observes the free energy or, in practice, the equation of
state, the data one collects amount to describing a func-
tion, say M(T ,H), of two variables. Typically this would
be displayed as sets of isotherms: i.e., many plots of M
vs. H at various closely spaced, fixed values of T near
Tc . But according to the scaling law Eq. (19) if one plots
the scaled variables fs / utu22a or M/ utub vs. the scaled
field h/ utuD, for appropriately chosen exponents and
critical temperature Tc , one should find that all these
data ‘‘collapse’’ (in Stanley’s (1971) picturesque termi-
nology) onto a single curve, which then just represents
the scaling function x5F(y) itself!

Indeed, this dramatic collapse is precisely found in fit-
ting experimental data. Furthermore, the same ‘‘col-
lapse’’ occurs for different systems since the scaling
function F(y) itself, also proves to be universal (when
properly normalized), as first stressed by Kadanoff
(1976). A particularly striking example of such data col-
lapse yielding the same scaling function for a range of
irrelevant parameter values, may be found in the recent
work by Koch et al. (1989).64 They studied a quite dif-
ferent physical problem, namely, the proposed ‘‘vortex-
glass’’ transition in the high-Tc superconductor YBCO.
There the voltage drop, E , across the specimen, mea-
sured over 4 or 5 decades, plays the role of M ; the cur-
rent density J , measured over a similar range, stands in
for h , while the external magnetic field, H , acting on the
sample, provides the irrelevant parameter P . The scal-
ing function was finally determined over 10 decades in
value and argument and seen to be universal!

62Allowing for irrelevant variables, nonlinear scaling fields,
and universality, as indicated in Eq. (19) and the previous foot-
note.

63See also Footnote 49 above.
64The scaling function, as plotted in this reference, strikes the

uninitiated as two distinct functions, one for T>Tc , another
for T<Tc . However, this is due just to the presentation
adopted: scaling functions like F(y) in Eq. (19) are typically
single functions analytic through T5Tc for y,` (i.e., hÞ0)
and can be re-plotted in a way that exhibits that feature natu-
rally and explicitly.
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VII. RELEVANCE, CROSSOVER, AND MARGINALITY

As mentioned, the scaling behavior of the free energy,
the equation of state, the correlation functions, and so
on, always holds only in some asymptotic sense in con-
densed matter physics (and, indeed, in most applications
of scaling). Typically, scaling becomes valid when t
;(T2Tc) becomes small, when the field H is small, and
when the microscopic cut-off a is much smaller than the
distances of interest. But one often needs to know:
‘‘How small is small enough?’’ Or, put in other lan-
guage, ‘‘What is the nature of the leading corrections to
the dominant power laws?’’ The ‘‘extended scaling’’ il-
lustrated by the presence of the second argument
z5g/ utuf in Eq. (19) provides an answer via Eq.
(21)—an answer that, phenomenologically, can be re-
garded as independent of RG theory per se65 but which,
in historical fact, essentially grew from insights gained
via RG theory.66

Specifically, if the physical parameter P } g is irrel-
evant then, by definition, f52u, is negative and, as dis-
cussed, z5gutuu becomes small when utu→0. Then one
can, fairly generally, hope to expand the scaling function
F(y ,z) in powers of z . From this one learns, for ex-
ample, that the power law Eq. (11) for the spontaneous
magnetization of a ferromagnet should, when t is no
longer very small, be modified to read

M0~T !5Butub~11buutuu1b1t1¯ !, (22)

where bu (}g) and b1 are nonuniversal.67 The exponent
u is often called the ‘‘correction-to-scaling’’ exponent—of
course, it is universal.68 It is significant because when u is
smaller than unity and bu is of order unity, the presence
of such a singular correction hampers the reliable esti-
mation of the primary exponent, here b, from experi-
mental or numerical data.

Suppose, on the other hand, that f is positive in the
basic scaling law Eq. (19). Then when t → 0 the scaled
variable z5g/ utuf grows larger and larger. Consequently
the behavior of F(y ,z) for z small or vanishing becomes
of less and less interest. Clearly, the previous discussion
of asymptotic scaling fails! When that happens one says
that the physical variable P represents a relevant pertur-
bation of the original critical behavior.69 Two possibili-
ties then arise: Either the critical point may be destroyed
altogether! This is, in fact, the effect of the magnetic
field, which must itself be regarded as a relevant pertur-
bation since f0[D5b1g.0. Alternatively, when z
grows, the true, asymptotic critical behavior may

65See Fisher (1974a).
66See Wegner (1972) and Fisher (1974).
67See Wegner (1972, 1976) and Fisher (1974, 1983).
68For d53 Ising-type systems one finds u.0.54: see Chen

et al. (1982), Zinn and Fisher (1996).
69Wegner (1972, 1976), Kadanoff (1976): see also Fisher

(1983).
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crossover70 to a new, quite distinct universality class with
different exponents and a new asymptotic scaling func-
tion, say, F`(y).71

The crossover scenario is, in fact, realized when the
physical system is a ferromagnet with microscopic spin
variables, say S

→
(r), coupled by short-range ‘‘exchange’’

interactions while P measures the strength of the addi-
tional, long-range magnetic dipole-dipole coupling medi-
ated by the induced electromagnetic fields.72 Interested
theorists had felt intuitively that the long-range charac-
ter of the dipole-dipole coupling should matter, i.e., P
should be relevant. But theoretically there seemed no
feasible way of addressing the problem and, on the other
hand, the experimentally observed critical exponents
(for an important class of magnetic materials) seemed
quite independent of the dipole-dipole coupling P .

The advent of RG theory changed that: First, it estab-
lished a general framework within which the relevance
or irrelevance of some particular perturbation Pj could
be judged—essentially by the positive or negative sign of
the associated exponent f j , with especially interesting
nonscaling and nonuniversal behavior likely in the mar-
ginal case f j 5 0.73 Second, for many cases where the
Pj50 problem was well understood, RG theory showed
how the crossover exponent f could be determined ex-
actly or perturbatively. Third, the e expansion allowed
calculation of f and of the new critical behavior to
which the crossover occurred.74 The dipole-dipole prob-
lem for ferromagnets was settled via this last route: the
dipole perturbation is always relevant; however, the
new, dipolar critical exponents for typical ferromagnets
like iron, nickel and gadolinium are numerically so close
in value to the corresponding short-range exponents75

that they are almost indistinguishable by experiment (or
simulation)!

On the other hand, in the special example of aniso-
tropic, easy-axis or Ising-type ferromagnets in d 5 3
dimensions the dipolar couplings behave as marginal
variables at the controlling, dipolar critical point.76 This
leads to the prediction of logarithmic modifications of
the classical critical power laws (by factors diverging as
loguT 2 Tcu to various powers). The predicted logarith-
mic behavior has, in fact, been verified experimentally

70See the extensive discussion of crossover in Fisher (1974b)
and Aharony (1976).

71Formally, one might write F`(y)5F(y , z→ z`) where z`

is a critical value which could be `; but a more subtle relation-
ship is generally required since the exponent a in the prefactor
in Eq. (19) changes.

72A ‘‘short-range’’ interaction potential, say J(r), is usually
supposed to decay with distance as exp(2r/R0) where R0 is
some microscopic range, but certainly must decay faster than
1/rd12; the dipole-dipole potential, however, decays more
slowly, as 1/rd, and has a crucially important angular depen-
dence as well.

73See the striking analysis of Kadanoff and Wegner (1971).
74Fisher and Pfeuty (1972), Wegner (1972b).
75Fisher and Aharony (1973).
76Aharony (1973, 1976).
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by Ahlers et al. (1975). In other cases, especially for
d52, marginal variables lead to continuously variable
exponents such as a(g), and to quite different thermal
variation, like exp(Ã/u t uñ); such results have been
checked both in exactly solved statistical mechanical
models and in physical systems such as superfluid helium
films.77

I have entered into these relatively detailed and tech-
nical considerations—which a less devoted reader need
only peruse—in order to convey something of the flavor
of how the renormalization group is used in statistical
physics and to bring out those features for which it is so
valued; because of the multifaceted character of con-
densed matter physics these are rather different and
more diverse than those aspects of RG theory of signifi-
cance for QFT.

VIII. THE TASK FOR RENORMALIZATION
GROUP THEORY

Let us, at this point, recapitulate briefly by highlight-
ing, from the viewpoint of statistical physics, what it is
one would wish RG theory to accomplish. First and
foremost, (i) it should explain the ubiquity of power
laws at and near critical points: see Eqs. (2), (9), (11)–
(13). I sometimes like to compare this issue with the
challenge to atomic physics of explaining the ubiquity of
sharp spectral lines. Quantum mechanics responds,
crudely speaking, by saying: ‘‘Well, (a) there is some
wave—or a wave function c — needed to describe elec-
trons in atoms, and (b) to fit a wave into a confined
space the wave length must be quantized: hence (c) only
certain definite energy levels are allowed and, thence,
(d) there are sharp, spectral transitions between them!’’

Of course, that is far from being the whole story in
quantum mechanics; but I believe it captures an impor-
tant essence. Neither is the first RG response the whole
story: but, to anticipate, in Wilson’s conception RG
theory crudely says: ‘‘Well, (a) there is a flow in some
space, H, of Hamiltonians (or ‘‘coupling constants’’); (b)
the critical point of a system is associated with a fixed
point (or stationary point) of that flow; (c) the flow
operator—technically the RG transformation,78 R—can

77See Kadanoff and Wegner (1971) and, for a review of the
extensive later developments—including the Kosterlitz-
Thouless theory of two-dimensional superfluidity and the
Halperin-Nelson-Kosterlitz-Thouless-Young theory of two-
dimensional melting—see Nelson (1983).

78As explained in more detail in Secs. XI and XII below, a
specific renormalization transformation, say Rb , acts on some
‘initial’ Hamiltonian H(0) in the space H to transform it into a
new Hamiltonian, H(1). Under repeated operation of Rb the
initial Hamiltonian ‘‘flows’’ into a sequence H(l) (l51, 2, ¯)
corresponding to the iterated RG transformation Rb¯Rb (l
times) which, in turn, specifies a new transformation Rbl.
These ‘‘products’’ of repeated RG operations serve to define a
semigroup of transformations that, in general, does not actually
give rise to a group: see Footnote 3 above and the discussion
below in Sec. XI associated with Eq. (35).
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be linearized about that fixed point; and (d) typically,
such a linear operator (as in quantum mechanics) has a
spectrum of discrete, but nontrivial eigenvalues, say lk ;
then (e) each (asymptotically independent) exponential
term in the flow varies as elkl, where l is the flow (or
renormalization) parameter and corresponds to a physi-
cal power law, say utufk, with critical exponent fk pro-
portional to the eigenvalue lk . ’’ How one may find suit-
able transformations R and why the flows matter, are the
subjects for the following chapters of our story.

Just as quantum mechanics does much more than ex-
plain sharp spectral lines, so RG theory should also ex-
plain, at least in principle, (ii) the values of the leading
thermodynamic and correlation exponents, a, b, g, d, n,
h, and v (to cite those we have already mentioned
above) and (iii) clarify why and how the classical values
are in error, including the existence of borderline dimen-
sionalities, like d354, above which classical theories be-
come valid. Beyond the leading exponents, one wants
(iv) the correction-to-scaling exponent u (and, ideally,
the higher-order correction exponents) and, especially,
(v) one needs a method to compute crossover expo-
nents, f, to check for the relevance or irrelevance of a
multitude of possible perturbations. Two central issues,
of course, are (vi) the understanding of universality with
nontrivial exponents and (vii) a derivation of scaling: see
(16) and (19).

And, more subtly, one wants (viii) to understand the
breakdown of universality and scaling in certain
circumstances—one might recall continuous spectra in
quantum mechanics—and (ix) to handle effectively loga-
rithmic and more exotic dependences on temperature,
etc.

An important further requirement as regards con-
densed matter physics is that RG theory should be
firmly related to the science of statistical mechanics as
perfected by Gibbs. Certainly, there is no need and
should be no desire, to replace standard statistical me-
chanics as a basis for describing equilibrium phenomena
in pure, homogeneous systems.79 Accordingly, it is ap-
propriate to summarize briefly the demands of statistical
mechanics in a way suitable for describing the formula-
tion of RG transformations.

We may start by supposing that one has a set of mi-
croscopic, fluctuating, mechanical variables: in QFT
these would be the various quantum fields, c(r),
defined—one supposes—at all points in a Euclidean (or
Minkowski) space. In statistical physics we will, rather,
suppose that in a physical system of volume V there are
N discrete ‘‘degrees of freedom.’’ For classical fluid sys-

79One may, however, raise legitimate concerns about the ad-
equacy of customary statistical mechanics when it comes to the
analysis of random or impure systems—or in applications to
systems far from equilibrium or in metastable or steady
states—e.g., in fluid turbulence, in sandpiles and earthquakes,
etc. And the use of RG ideas in chaotic mechanics and various
other topics listed above in Sec. III, clearly does not require a
statistical mechanical basis.
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tems one would normally use the coordinates r1 , r2 ,¯ ,
rN of the constituent particles. However, it is simpler
mathematically—and the analogies with QFT are
closer—if we consider here a set of ‘‘spins’’ sx (which
could be vectors, tensors, operators, etc.) associated with
discrete lattice sites located at uniformly spaced points x.
If, as before, the lattice spacing is a , one can take
V5Nad and the density of degrees of freedom in d spa-
tial dimensions is N/V5a2d.

In terms of the basic variables sx , one can form vari-
ous ‘‘local operators’’ (or ‘‘physical densities’’ or ‘‘ob-
servables’’) like the local magnetization and energy den-
sities

Mx5mBsx , Ex52 1
2 J(

d
sxsx1d , ¯ , (23)

(where mB and J are fixed coefficients while d runs over
the nearest-neighbor lattice vectors). A physical system
of interest is then specified by its Hamiltonian
H@$sx%#—or energy function, as in mechanics—which is
usually just a spatially uniform sum of local operators.
The crucial function is the reduced Hamiltonian

H̄@s ; t , h , ¯ , hj ,¯#52H@$sx%; ¯ , hj ,¯#/kBT ,
(24)

where s denotes the set of all the microscopic spins sx
while t , h , ¯ , hj ,¯ are various ‘‘thermodynamic
fields’’ (in QFT—the coupling constants): see Eq. (18).
We may suppose that one or more of the thermody-
namic fields, in particular the temperature, can be con-
trolled directly by the experimenter; but others may be
‘‘given’’ since they will, for example, embody details of
the physical system that are ‘‘fixed by nature.’’

Normally in condensed matter physics one thus fo-
cuses on some specific form of H̄ with at most two or
three variable parameters—the Ising model is one such
particularly simple form with just two variables, t , the
reduced temperature, and h , the reduced field. An im-
portant feature of Wilson’s approach, however, is to re-
gard any such ‘‘physical Hamiltonian’’ as merely speci-
fying a subspace (spanned, say, by ‘‘coordinates’’ t and
h) in a very large space of possible (reduced) Hamilto-
nians, H: see the schematic illustration in Fig. 2. This
change in perspective proves crucial to the proper for-
mulation of a renormalization group: in principle, it en-
ters also in QFT although in practice, it is usually given
little attention.

Granted a microscopic Hamiltonian, statistical me-
chanics promises to tell one the thermodynamic proper-
ties of the corresponding macroscopic system! First one
must compute the partition function

ZN@H̄#5TrN
s $eH̄@s#%, (25)

where the trace operation, TrN
s $•%, denotes a summation
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the space of Hamiltonians, H, having, in general, infinitely many dimensions (or coordinate axes).
A particular physical system or model representing, say, the ferromagnet, iron, is specified by its reduced Hamiltonian H̄(t ,h),
with t5(T2Tc)/Tc and h5mBH/kBT defined for that system: but in H this Hamiltonian specifies only a submanifold—the
physical manifold, labelled (a), that is parametrized by the ‘local coordinates’ t and h . Other submanifolds, (b), ¯ (c), ¯ located
elsewhere in H, depict the physical manifolds for Hamiltonians corresponding to other particular physical systems, say, the
ferromagnets nickel and gadolinium, etc.
or integration80 over all the possible values of all the N
spin variables sx in the system of volume V . The Boltz-
mann factor, exp(H̄@s#), measures, of course, the prob-
ability of observing the microstate specified by the set of
values $sx% in an equilibrium ensemble at temperature
T . Then the thermodynamics follow from the total free
energy density, which is given by81

f @H̄#[f~ t , h , ¯hj ¯ !5 lim
N ,V→`

V21 log ZN@H̄# ;

(26)

this includes the singular part fs@H̄# near a critical point
of interest: see Eq. (17). Correlation functions are de-
fined similarly in standard manner.

To the degree that one can actually perform the trace
operation in Eq. (25) for a particular model system and
take the ‘‘thermodynamic limit’’ in Eq. (26) one will ob-
tain the precise critical exponents, scaling functions, and
so on. This was Onsager’s (1944) route in solving the
d52, spin- 1

2 Ising models in zero magnetic field. At first
sight one then has no need of RG theory. That surmise,
however, turns out to be far from the truth. The issue is
‘‘simply’’ one of understanding! (Should one ever
achieve truly high precision in simulating critical systems
on a computer—a prospect which still seems some de-

80Here, for simplicity, we suppose the sx are classical, com-
muting variables. If they are operator-valued then, in the stan-
dard way, the trace must be defined as a sum or integral over
diagonal matrix elements computed with a complete basis set
of N-variable states.

81In Eq. (26) we have explicitly indicated the thermodynamic
limit in which N and V become infinite maintaining the ratio
V/N 5 ad fixed: in QFT this corresponds to an infinite system
with an ultraviolet lattice cutoff.
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cades away—the same problem would remain.) In short,
while one knows for sure that a 5 0 (log), b5 1

8, g513
4,

n51, h5 1
4,••• for the planar Ising models one does not

know why the exponents have these values or why they
satisfy the exponent relations Eqs. (15) or why the scal-
ing law Eq. (16) is obeyed. Indeed, the seemingly inevi-
table mathematical complexities of solving even such
physically oversimplified models exactly82 serve to con-
ceal almost all traces of general, underlying mechanisms
and principles that might ‘‘explain’’ the results. Thus it
comes to pass that even a rather crude and approximate
solution of a two-dimensional Ising model by a real-
space RG method can be truly instructive.83

IX. KADANOFF’S SCALING PICTURE

The year from late-1965 through 1966 saw the clear
formulation of scaling for the thermodynamic properties
in the critical region and the fuller appreciation of scal-
ing for the correlation functions.84 I have highlighted
Widom’s (1965) approach since it was the most direct
and phenomenological—a bold, new thermodynamic hy-
pothesis was advanced by generalizing a particular fea-
ture of the classical theories. But Domb and Hunter
(1965) reached essentially the same conclusion for the
thermodynamics based on analytic and series-expansion
considerations, as did Patashinskii and Pokrovskii (1966)

82See the monograph by Rodney Baxter (1982).
83See Niemeijer and van Leeuwen (1976), Burkhardt and van

Leeuwen (1982), and Wilson (1975, 1983) for discussion of
real-space RG methods.

84Although one may recall, in this respect, earlier work
(Fisher, 1959, 1962, 1964) restricted (in the application to fer-
romagnets) to zero magnetic field.
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FIG. 3. A lattice of spacing a of Ising spins sx561 (in d52 dimensions) marked by solid dots, divided up into Kadanoff blocks
or cells of dimensions (L5ba)3(L5ba) each containing a block spin sx8

8 561, indicated by a cross. After a rescaling, x ⇒ x8
5x/b , the lattice of block spins appears identical with the original lattice. However, one supposes that the temperature t , and
magnetic field h , of the original lattice can be renormalized to yield appropriate values, t8 and h8, for the rescaled, block-spin
lattice: see text. In this illustration the spatial rescaling factor is b 5 4.
using a more microscopic formulation that brought out
the relations to the full set of correlation functions (of
all orders).85

Kadanoff (1966), however, derived scaling by intro-

85It was later seen (Kiang and Stauffer, 1970; Fisher, 1971,
Sec. 4.4) that thermodynamic scaling with general exponents
(but particular forms of scaling function) was embodied in the
‘‘droplet model’’ partition function advanced by Essam and
Fisher (1963) from which the exponent relations
a812b1g852, etc., were originally derived. (See Eq. (15),
Footnote 49, and Fisher, 1967b, Sec. 9.1; 1971, Sec. 4.)

86Novelty is always relative! From a historical perspective one
should recall a suggestive contribution by M. J. Buckingham,
presented in April 1965, in which he proposed a division of a
lattice system into cells of geometrically increasing size, Ln
5bnL0 , with controlled intercell couplings. This led him to
propose ‘‘the existence of an asymptotic ‘lattice problem’ such
that the description of the nth order in terms of the (n21)th is
the same as that of the (n 1 1)th in terms of the nth.’’ This is
practically a description of ‘‘scaling’’ or ‘‘self similarity’’ as we
recognize it today. Unfortunately, however, Buckingham
failed to draw any significant, correct conclusions from his con-
ception and his paper seemed to have little influence despite its
presentation at the notable international conference on Phe-
nomena in the Neighborhood of Critical Points organized by
M. S. Green (with G. B. Benedek, E. W. Montroll, C. J. Pings,
and the author) and held at the National Bureau of Standards,
then in Washington, D.C. The Proceedings, complete with dis-
cussion remarks, were published, in December 1966, under the
editorship of Green and J. V. Sengers (1966). Nearly all the
presentations addressed the rapidly accumulating experimen-
tal evidence, but many well known theorists from a range of
disciplines attended including P. W. Anderson, P. Debye, C. de
Dominicis, C. Domb, S. F. Edwards, P. C. Hohenberg, K. Ka-
wasaki, J. S. Langer, E. Lieb, W. Marshall, P. C. Martin, T.
Matsubara, E. W. Montroll, O. K. Rice, J. S. Rowlinson, G. S.
Rushbrooke, L. Tisza, G. E. Uhlenbeck, and C. N. Yang; but
B. Widom, L. P. Kadanoff, and K. G. Wilson are not listed
among the participants.
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ducing a completely new concept, namely, the mapping
of a critical or near-critical system onto itself by a reduc-
tion in the effective number of degrees of freedom.86

This paper attracted much favorable notice since, be-
yond obtaining all the scaling properties, it seemed to
lay out a direct route to the actual calculation of critical
properties. On closer examination, however, the implied
program seemed—as I will explain briefly—to run rap-
idly into insuperable difficulties and interest faded. In
retrospect, however, Kadanoff’s scaling picture embod-
ied important features eventually seen to be basic to
Wilson’s conception of the full renormalization group.
Accordingly, it is appropriate to present a sketch of
Kadanoff’s seminal ideas.

For simplicity, consider with Kadanoff (1966), a lattice
of spacing a (and dimensionality d.1) with S5 1

2 Ising
spins sx which, by definition, take only the values 11 or
21: see Fig. 3. Spins on nearest-neighbor sites are
coupled by an energy parameter or coupling constant,
J.0, which favors parallel alignment [see, e.g., Eq. (23)
above]. Thus at low temperatures the majority of the
spins point ‘‘up’’ (sx511) or, alternatively, ‘‘down’’
(sx521); in other words, there will be a spontaneous
magnetization, M0(T), which decreases when T rises
until it vanishes at the critical temperature Tc.0: recall
(11).

Now divide the lattice up into (disjoint) blocks, of di-
mensions L3L3¯3L with L5ba so that each block
contains bd spins: see Fig. 3. Then associate with each
block, Bx8 centered at point x8, a new, effective block
spin, sx8

8 . If, finally, we rescale all spatial coordinates ac-
cording to

x⇒x85x/b , (27)

the new lattice of block spins sx8
8 looks just like the origi-

nal lattice of spins sx . Note, in particular, the density of
degrees of freedom is unchanged: see Fig. 3.
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But if this appearance is to be more than superficial
one must be able to relate the new or ‘‘renormalized’’
coupling J8 between the block spins to the original cou-
pling J , or, equivalently, the renormalized temperature
deviation t8 to the original value t . Likewise one must
relate the new, renormalized magnetic field h8 to the
original field h .

To this end, Kadanoff supposes that b is large but less
than the ratio, j/a , of the correlation length, j(t ,h), to
the lattice spacing a ; since j diverges at criticality—see
Eq. (13)—this allows, asymptotically, for b to be chosen
arbitrarily. Then Kadanoff notes that the total coupling
of the magnetic field h to a block of bd spins is equiva-
lent to a coupling to the average spin

s̄ x8[b2d (
xPBx8

sx> z~b !sx8
8 , (28)

where the sum runs over all the sites x in the block Bx8 ,
while the ‘‘asymptotic equivalence’’ to the new, Ising
block spin sx8

8 is, Kadanoff proposes, determined by
some ‘‘spin rescaling or renormalization factor’’ z(b).
Introducing a similar thermal renormalization factor,
q(b), leads to the recursion relations

t8'q~b !t and h8'z~b !h . (29)

Correspondingly, the basic correlation function—
compare with Eqs. (1), (4), and (16)—should renormal-
ize as

G~x; t , h ![^s0 sx&'z2~b !G~x8; t8,h8!. (30)

In summary, under a spatial scale transformation and
the integration out of all but a fraction b2d of the origi-
nal spins, the system asymptotically maps back into itself
although at a renormalized temperature and field! How-
ever, the map is complete in the sense that all the statis-
tical properties should be related by similarity.

But how should one choose—or, better, determine—
the renormalization factors z and q ? Let us consider the
basic relation Eq. (30) at criticality, so that t5h50 and,
by Eq. (29), t85h850. Then, if we accept the
observation/expectation Eq. (2) of a power law decay,
i.e., Gc(x);1/ uxud221h one soon finds that z(b) must
be just a power of b . It is natural, following Kadanoff
(1966), then to propose the forms

z~b !5b2v and q~b !5bl, (31)

where the two exponents v and l characterize the criti-
cal point under study while b is an essentially unre-
stricted scaling parameter.

By capitalizing on the freedom to choose b as
t , h→ 0, or, more-or-less equivalently, by iterating the
recursion relations Eqs. (29) and (30), one can, with
some further work, show that all the previous scaling
laws hold, specifically, Eqs. (15), (16), and (19) although
with g[0. Of course, all the exponents are now
determined by v and l: for example, one finds
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n51/l and b5vn . Beyond that, the analysis leads to
new exponent relations, namely, the so-called hyperscal-
ing laws87 which explicitly involve the spatial dimension-
ality: most notable is88

dn522a . (32)

But then Kadanoff’s scaling picture is greatly strength-
ened by the fact that this relation holds exactly for the
d52 Ising model! And also for all other exactly soluble
models when d,4.89

Historically, the careful numerical studies of the d53
Ising models by series expansions90 for many years sug-
gested a small but significant deviation from Eq. (32) as
allowed by pure scaling phenomenolgy.91 But, in recent
years, the accumulating weight of evidence critically re-
viewed has convinced even the most cautious skeptics!92

Nevertheless, all is not roses! Unlike the previous ex-
ponent relations (all being independent of d) hyperscal-
ing fails for the classical theories unless d54. And since
one knows (rigorously for certain models) that the clas-
sical exponent values are valid for d.4, it follows that
hyperscaling cannot be generally valid. Thus something
is certainly missing from Kadanoff’s picture. Now,
thanks to RG insights, we know that the breakdown of
hyperscaling is to be understood via the second argu-
ment in the ‘‘fuller’’ scaling form Eq. (19): when d ex-
ceeds the appropriate borderline dimension, d3 , a
‘‘dangerous irrelevant variable’’ appears and must be al-
lowed for.93 In essence one finds that the scaling func-
tion limit F(y , z→ 0), previously accepted without
question, is no longer well defined but, rather, diverges
as a power of z : asymptotic scaling survives but
d*[(22a)/n sticks at the value 4 for d.d354.

However, the issue of hyperscaling was not the main
road block to the analytic development of Kadanoff’s
picture. The principal difficulties arose in explaining the
power-law nature of the rescaling factors in Eqs. (29)–
(31) and, in particular, in justifying the idea of a single,
effective, renormalized coupling J8 between adjacent
block spins, say sx8

8 and sx81d8
8 . Thus the interface be-

tween two adjacent L3L3L blocks (taking d53 as an

87See (Fisher, 1974a) where the special character of the hy-
perscaling relations is stressed.

88See Kadanoff (1966), Widom (1965a), and Stell (1965, un-
published, quoted in Fisher, 1969, and 1968).

89See, e.g., Fisher (1983) and, for the details of the exactly
solved models, Baxter (1982).

90For accounts of series expansion techniques and their im-
portant role see: Domb (1960, 1996), Baker (1961, 1990), Es-
sam and Fisher (1963), Fisher (1965, 1967b), and Stanley
(1971).

91As expounded systematically in (Fisher, 1974a) with hind-
sight enlightened by RG theory.

92See Fisher and Chen (1985) and Baker and Kawashima
(1995, 1996).

93See Fisher in (Gunton and Green, 1974, p. 66) where a
‘‘dangerous irrelevant variable’’ is characterized as a ‘‘hidden
relevant variable;’’ and (Fisher, 1983, App. D).
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example) separates two block faces each containing b2

strongly interacting, original lattice spins sx . Well below
Tc all these spins are frozen, ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down,’’ and a
single effective coupling could well suffice; but at and
above Tc these spins must fluctuate on many scales and
a single effective-spin coupling seems inadequate to rep-
resent the inherent complexities.94

One may note, also that Kadanoff’s picture, like the
scaling hypothesis itself, provides no real hints as to the
origins of universality: the rescaling exponents v and l
in Eq. (31) might well change from one system to an-
other. Wilson’s (1971a) conception of the renormaliza-
tion group answered both the problem of the ‘‘lost mi-
croscopic details’’ of the original spin lattice and
provided a natural explanation of universality.

X. WILSON’S QUEST

Now because this account has a historical perspective,
and since I was Ken Wilson’s colleague at Cornell for
some twenty years, I will say something about how his
search for a deeper understanding of quantum field
theory led him to formulate renormalization group
theory as we know it today. The first remark to make is
that Ken Wilson is a markedly independent and original
thinker and a rather private and reserved person. Sec-
ondly, in his 1975 article, in Reviews of Modern Physics,
from which I have already quoted, Ken Wilson gave his
considered overview of RG theory which, in my judge-
ment, still stands well today. In 1982 he received the
Nobel Prize and in his Nobel lecture, published in 1983,
he devotes a section to ‘‘Some History Prior to 1971’’ in
which he recounts his personal scientific odyssey.

He explains that as a student at Caltech in 1956–60,
he failed to avoid ‘‘the default for the most promising
graduate students [which] was to enter elementary-
particle theory.’’ There he learned of the 1954 paper by
Gell-Mann and Low ‘‘which was the principal inspira-
tion for [his] own work prior to Kadanoff’s (1966) for-
mulation of the scaling hypothesis.’’ By 1963 Ken Wil-
son had resolved to pursue quantum field theories as
applied to the strong interactions. Prior to summer 1966
he heard Ben Widom present his scaling equation of
state in a seminar at Cornell ‘‘but was puzzled by the
absence of any theoretical basis for the form Widom
wrote down.’’ Later, in summer 1966, on studying On-
sager’s solution of the Ising model in the reformulation
of Lieb, Schultz, and Mattis,95 Wilson became aware of
analogies with field theory and realized the applicability

94In hindsight, we know this difficulty is profound: in general,
it is impossible to find an adequate single coupling. However,
for certain special models it does prove possible and
Kadanoff’s picture goes through: see Nelson and Fisher (1975)
and (Fisher, 1983). Further, in defense of Kadanoff, the condi-
tion b ! j/a was supposed to ‘‘freeze’’ the original spins in
each block sufficiently well to justify their replacement by a
simple block spin.

95See Schultz et al. (1964).
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of his own earlier RG ideas (developed for a truncated
version of fixed-source meson theory96) to critical phe-
nomena. This gave him a scaling picture but he discov-
ered that he ‘‘had been scooped by Leo Kadanoff.’’
Thereafter Ken Wilson amalgamated his thinking about
field theories on a lattice and critical phenomena learn-
ing, in particular, about Euclidean QFT97 and its close
relation to the transfer matrix method in statistical
mechanics—the basis of Onsager’s (1944) solution.

That same summer of 1966 I joined Ben Widom at
Cornell and we jointly ran an open and rather wide-
ranging seminar loosely centered on statistical mechan-
ics. Needless to say, the understanding of critical phe-
nomena and of the then new scaling theories was a topic
of much interest. Ken Wilson frequently attended and,
perhaps partially through that route, soon learned a lot
about critical phenomena. He was, in particular, inter-
ested in the series expansion and extrapolation methods
for estimating critical temperatures, exponents, ampli-
tudes, etc., for lattice models that had been pioneered by
Cyril Domb and the King’s College, London group.98

This approach is, incidentally, still one of the most reli-
able and precise routes available for estimating critical
parameters. At that time I, myself, was completing a
paper on work with a London University student, Rob-
ert J. Burford, using high-temperature series expansions
to study in detail the correlation functions and scattering
behavior of the two- and three-dimensional Ising
models.99 Our theoretical analysis had already brought
out some of the analogies with field theory revealed by
the transfer matrix approach. Ken himself undertook
large-scale series expansion calculations in order to
learn and understand the techniques. Indeed, relying on
the powerful computer programs Ken Wilson developed
and kindly made available to us, another one of my stu-
dents, Howard B. Tarko, extended the series analysis of
the Ising correlations functions to temperatures below
Tc and to all values of the magnetic field.100 Our results
have lasted rather well and many of them are only re-
cently being revised and improved.101

Typically, then, Ken Wilson’s approach was always
‘‘hands on’’ and his great expertise with computers was
ever at hand to check his ideas and focus his thinking.102

96See Wilson (1983).
97As stressed by Symanzik (1966) the Euclidean formulation

of quantum field theory makes more transparent the connec-
tions to statistical mechanics. Note, however, that in his 1966
article Symanzik did not delineate the special connections to
critical phenomena per se that were gaining increasingly wide
recognition; see, e.g., Patashinskii and Pokrovskii (1966),
Fisher (1969, Sec. 12) and the remarks below concerning
Fisher and Burford (1967).

98See the reviews Domb (1960), Fisher (1965, 1967b), Stanley
(1971).

99Fisher and Burford (1967).
100Tarko and Fisher (1975).
101See Zinn and Fisher (1996), Zinn, Lai, and Fisher (1996),

and references therein.
102See his remarks in Wilson (1983) on page 591, column 1.
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FIG. 4. A ‘‘vision’’ of flows in some large space inspired by a seminar of K. G. Wilson in the period 1967–1970. The idea conveyed
is that initially close, smoothly connected points at the start of the flow—the locus l50 — can eventually separate and run to far
distant regions representing very different ‘‘final’’ physical states: the essence of a phase transition. In modern terms the flow is in
the space H of Hamiltonians; the intersection of the separatrix, shown bolder, with the initial locus ( l50) represents the physical
critical point; * denotes the controlling fixed point, while % and *, represent asymptotic high-T , disordered states and low-T ,
ordered states, respectively.
From time to time Ken would intimate to Ben Widom
or myself that he might be ready to tell us where his
thinking about the central problem of explaining scaling
had got to. Of course, we were eager to hear him speak
at our seminar although his talks were frequently hard
to grasp. From one of his earlier talks and the discussion
afterwards, however, I carried away a powerful and
vivid picture of flows—flows in a large space. And the
point was that at the initiation of the flow, when the
‘‘time’’ or ‘‘flow parameter’’ l , was small, two nearby
points would travel close together; see Fig. 4. But as the
flow developed a point could be reached—a bifurcation
point (and hence, as one later realized, a stationary or
fixed point of the flow)—beyond which the two origi-
nally close points could separate and, as l increased, di-
verge to vastly different destinations: see Fig. 4. At the
time, I vaguely understood this as indicative of how a
sharp, nonanalytic phase transition could grow from
smooth analytic initial data.103

But it was a long time before I understood the nature
of the space—the space H of Hamiltonians—and the
mechanism generating the flow, that is, a renormaliza-
tion group transformation. Nowadays, when one looks
at Fig. 4, one sees the locus of initial points, l50, as
identifying the manifold corresponding to the original or
‘bare’ Hamiltonian (see Fig. 2) while the trajectory lead-
ing to the bifurcation point represents a locus of critical
points; the two distinct destinations for l→` then typi-
cally, correspond to a high-temperature, fully disordered
system and to a low-temperature fully ordered system:
see Fig. 4.

In 1969 word reached Cornell that two Italian theo-

103See the (later) introductory remarks in Wilson (1971a) re-
lated to Fig. 1 there.
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rists, C. Di Castro and G. Jona-Lasinio, were claiming104

that the ‘‘multiplicative renormalization group,’’ as ex-
pounded in the field-theory text by Bogoliubov and
Shirkov (1959), could provide ‘‘a microscopic founda-
tion’’ for the scaling laws (which, by then, were well
established phenomenologically). The formalism and
content of the field-theoretic renormalization group was
totally unfamiliar to most critical-phenomena theorists:
but the prospect of a microscopic derivation was clearly
exciting! However, the articles105 proved hard to inter-
pret as regards concrete progress and results. Neverthe-
less, the impression is sometimes conveyed that Wilson’s
final breakthrough was somehow anticipated by Di Cas-
tro and Jona-Lasinio.106

Such an impression would, I believe, be quite mislead-
ing. Indeed, Di Castro was invited to visit Cornell where
he presented his ideas in a seminar that was listened to
attentively. Again I have a vivid memory: walking to
lunch at the Statler Inn after the seminar I checked my
own impressions with Ken Wilson by asking: ‘‘Well, did
he really say anything new?’’ (By ‘‘new’’ I meant some
fresh insight or technique that carried the field forward.)
The conclusion of our conversation was ‘‘No’’. The point
was simply that none of the problems then
outstanding—see the ‘‘tasks’’ outlined above (in Section
VIII)—had been solved or come under effective attack.
In fairness, I must point out that the retrospective re-

104The first published article was Di Castro and Jona-Lasinio
(1969).

105See the later review by Di Castro and Jona-Lasinio (1976)
for references to their writings in the period 1969–1972 prior
to Wilson’s 1971 papers and the e-expansion in 1972.

106See, for example, Benfatto and Gallavotti (1995) on page
96 in A Brief Historical Note, which is claimed to represent
only the authors’ personal ‘‘cultural evolution through the sub-
ject.’’
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view by Di Castro and Jona-Lasinio themselves (1976) is
reasonably well balanced: One accepted a scaling hy-
pothesis and injected that as an ansatz into a general
formalism; then certain insights and interesting features
emerged; but, in reality, only scaling theory had been
performed; and, in the end, as Di Castro and Jona-
Lasinio say: ‘‘Still one did not see how to perform ex-
plicit calculations.’’ Incidentally, it is also interesting to
note Wilson’s sharp criticism107 of the account presented
by Bogoliubov and Shirkov (1959) of the original RG
ideas of Stueckelberg and Petermann (who, in 1953,
coined the phrase ‘‘groupes de normalization’’) and of
Gell-Mann and Low (1954).

One more personal anecdote may be permissible
here. In August 1973 I was invited to present a tutorial
seminar on renormalization group theory while visiting
the Aspen Center for Physics. Ken Wilson’s thesis advi-
sor, Murray Gell-Mann, was in the audience. In the dis-
cussion period after the seminar Gell-Mann expressed
his appreciation for the theoretical structure created by
his famous student that I had set out in its generality,
and he asked: ‘‘But tell me, what has all that got to do
with the work Francis Low and I did so many years
ago?’’ 108 In response, I explained the connecting thread
and the far-reaching intellectual inspiration: certainly
there is a thread but—to echo my previous comments—I
believe that its length is comparable to that reaching
from Maxwell, Boltzmann, and ideal gases to Gibbs’
general conception of ensembles, partition functions,
and their manifold inter-relations.

XI. THE CONSTRUCTION OF RENORMALIZATION
GROUP TRANSFORMATIONS: THE EPSILON EXPANSION

In telling my story I have purposefully incorporated a
large dose of hindsight by emphasizing the importance
of viewing a particular physical system—or its reduced
Hamiltonian, H̄(t ,h ,¯): see Eq. (24)—as specifying
only a relatively small manifold in a large space, H, of
possible Hamiltonians. But why is that more than a
mere formality? One learns the answer as soon as, fol-
lowing Wilson (1975, 1983), one attempts to implement
Kadanoff’s scaling description in some concrete, compu-
tational way. In Kadanoff’s picture (in common with the
Gell-Mann-Low, Callan-Symanzik, and general QFT
viewpoints) one assumes that after a ‘‘rescaling’’ or
‘‘renormalization’’ the new, renormalized Hamiltonian
(or, in QFT, the Lagrangean) has the identical form ex-
cept for the renormalization of a single parameter (or
coupling constant) or—as in Kadanoff’s picture—of at
most a small fixed number, like the temperature t and
field h . That assumption is the dangerous and, unless

107See, especially, Wilson (1975) on page 796, column 1, and
Footnote 10 in Wilson (1971a).

108That is, in Gell-Mann and Low (1954).
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one is especially lucky,109 the generally false step! Wilson
(1975, p. 592) has described his ‘‘liberation’’ from this
straight jacket and how the freedom gained opened the
door to the systematic design of RG transformations.

To explain, we may state matters as follows: Gibbs’
prescription for calculating the partition function—see
Eq. (25)—tells us to sum (or to integrate) over the al-
lowed values of all the N spin variables sx . But this is
very difficult! Let us, instead, adopt a strategy of ‘‘divide
and conquer,’’ by separating the set $sx% of N spins into
two groups: first, $sx

,%, consisting of N85N/bd spins
which we will leave as untouched fluctuating variables;
and, second, $sx

.% consisting of the remaining N2N8
spin variables over which we will integrate (or sum) so
that they drop out of the problem. If we draw inspiration
from Kadanoff’s (or Buckingham’s110) block picture we
might reasonably choose to integrate over all but one
central spin in each block of bd spins. This process,
which Kadanoff has dubbed ‘‘decimation’’ (after the Ro-
man military practice), preserves translational invari-
ance and clearly represents a concrete form of ‘‘coarse
graining’’ (which, in earlier days, was typically cited as a
way to derive, ‘‘in principle,’’ mesoscopic or Landau-
Ginzburg descriptions).

Now, after taking our partial trace we must be left
with some new, effective Hamiltonian, say, H̄eff @s,#, in-
volving only the preserved, unintegrated spins. On re-
flection one realizes that, in order to be faithful to the
original physics, such an effective Hamiltonian must be
defined via its Boltzmann factor: recalling our brief out-
line of statistical mechanics, that leads directly to the
explicit formula

eH̄eff @s,#5TrN2N8
s.

$eH̄@s,øs.#%, (33)

where the ‘union’, s,øs., simply stands for the full set
of original spins s[$sx%. By a spatial rescaling, as in Eq.
(27), and a relabelling, namely, sx

,⇒sx8
8 , we obtain the

‘‘renormalized Hamiltonian,’’ H̄8@s8#[H̄eff @s,# . For-
mally, then, we have succeeded in defining an explicit
renormalization transformation. We will write

H̄8@s8#5Rb$H̄@s#%, (34)

where we have elected to keep track of the spatial re-
scaling factor, b , as a subscript on the RG operator R.

Note that if we complete the Gibbsian prescription by
taking the trace over the renormalized spins we simply
get back to the desired partition function, ZN@H̄# . (The
formal derivation for those who might be interested is
set out in the footnote below.111) Thus nothing has been
lost: the renormalized Hamiltonian retains all the ther-

109See Footnote 94 above and Nelson and Fisher (1975) and
Fisher (1983).

110Recall Footnote 86 above.
111We start with the definition Eq. (33) and recall Eq. (25) to

obtain

ZN8@H̄8#[Tr N8
s8 $eH̄ @s8#%5Tr N8

s,

$eH̄eff @s,#%

5Tr N8
s,

Tr N2N8
s.

$eH̄@s,øs.#%5Tr N
s $eH̄@s#%5ZN@H̄# ,

from which the free energy f @H̄# follows via Eq. (26).
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modynamic information. On the other hand, experience
suggests that, rather than try to compute ZN directly
from H̄8, it will prove more fruitful to iterate the trans-
formation so obtaining a sequence, H̄(l), of renormal-
ized Hamiltonians, namely,

H̄~ l !5Rb@H̄~ l21 !#5Rbl@H̄# , (35)

with H̄(0)[H̄, H̄(1)5H̄8. It is these iterations that give
rise to the semigroup character of the RG
transformation.112

But now comes the crux: thanks to the rescaling and
relabelling, the microscopic variables $sx8

8 % are, indeed,
completely equivalent to the original spins $sx%. How-
ever, when one proceeds to determine the nature of
H̄eff , and thence of H̄8, by using the formula (33), one
soon discovers that one cannot expect the original form
of H̄ to be reproduced in H̄eff . Consider, for concrete-
ness, an initial Hamiltonian, H̄, that describes Ising
spins (sx561) on a square lattice in zero magnetic field
with just nearest-neighbor interactions of coupling
strength K15J1 /kBT : in the most conservative
Kadanoff picture there must be some definite recursion
relation for the renormalized coupling, say, K18
5T1(K1), embodied in a definite function T(–). But, in
fact, one finds that H̄eff must actually contain further
nonvanishing spin couplings, K2 , between second-
neighbor spins, K3 , between third-neighbors, and so on
up to indefinitely high orders. Worse still, four-spin cou-
pling terms like Kh1sx1

sx2
sx3

sx4
appear in H̄eff , again for

all possible arrangements of the four spins! And also
six-spin couplings, eight-spin couplings, ¯ . Indeed, for
any given set Q of 2m Ising spins on the lattice (and its
translational equivalents), a nonvanishing coupling con-
stant, KQ8 , is generated and appears in H̄8!

The only saving grace is that further iteration of the
decimation transformation Eq. (33) cannot (in zero
field) lead to anything worse! In other words the space
HIs of Ising spin Hamiltonians in zero field may be speci-
fied by the infinite set $KQ%, of all possible spin cou-
plings, and is closed under the decimation transforma-

112Thus successive decimations with scaling factors b1 and b2
yield the quite general relation

Rb2
Rb1

5Rb2b1
,

which essentially defines a unitary semigroup of transforma-
tions. See Footnotes 3 and 78 above, and the formal algebraic
definition in MacLane and Birkhoff (1967): a unitary semi-
group (or ‘monoid’) is a set M of elements, u , v , w , x ,¯ with
a binary operation, xy5wPM , which is associative, so
v(wx)5(vw)x , and has a unit u , obeying ux5xu5x (for all
xPM)—in RG theory, the unit transformation corresponds
simply to b51. Hille (1948) and Riesz and Sz.-Nagy (1955)
describe semigroups within a continuum, functional analysis
context and discuss the existence of an infinitesimal generator
when the flow parameter l is defined for continuous values
l > 0: see Eq. (40) below and Wilson’s (1971a) introductory
discussion.
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tion Eq. (33). Formally, one can thus describe Rb by the
full set of recursion relations

KP8 5TP~$KQ%! ~all P !. (36)
Clearly, this answers our previous questions as to what
becomes of the complicated across-the-faces-of-the-
block interactions in the original Kadanoff picture: They
actually carry the renormalized Hamiltonian out of the
(too small) manifold of nearest-neighbor Ising models
and introduce (infinitely many) further couplings. The
resulting situation is portrayed schematically in Fig. 5:
the renormalized manifold for H̄8(t8,h8) generally has
no overlap with the original manifold. Further iterations,
and continuous [see Eq. (40) below] as against discrete
RG transformations, are suggested by the flow lines or
‘‘trajectories’’ also shown in Fig. 5. We will return to
some of the details of these below.

In practice, the naive decimation transformation
specified by Eq. (33) generally fails as a foundation for
useful calculations.113 Indeed, the design of effective RG
transformations turns out to be an art more than a sci-
ence: there is no standard recipe! Nevertheless, there
are guidelines: the general philosophy enunciated by
Wilson and expounded well, for example, in a recent
lecture by Shankar treating fermionic systems,114 is to
attempt to eliminate first those microscopic variables or
degrees of freedom of ‘‘least direct importance’’ to the
macroscopic phenomenon under study, while retaining
those of most importance. In the case of ferromagnetic
or gas-liquid critical points, the phenomena of most sig-
nificance take place on long length scales—the correla-
tion length, j, diverges; the critical point correlations,
Gc(r), decay slowly at long-distances; long-range order
sets in below Tc .

Thus in his first, breakthrough articles in 1971, Wilson
used an ingenious ‘‘phase-space cell’’ decomposition for
continuously variable scalar spins (as against 61 Ising
spins) to treat a lattice Landau-Ginzburg model with a
general, single-spin or ‘on-site’ potential V(sx) acting on
each spin, 2`,sx,` . Blocks of cells of the smallest
spatial extent were averaged over to obtain a single,
renormalized cell of twice the linear size (so that b52).
By making sufficiently many simplifying approximations
Wilson obtained an explicit nonlinear, integral recursion
relation that transformed the l-times renormalized po-
tential, V(l)(–), into V(l11)(–). This recursion relation
could be handled by computer and led to a specific nu-
merical estimate for the exponent n for d53 dimensions
that was quite different from the classical value 1

2 (and
from the results of any previously soluble models like
the spherical model115). On seeing that result, I knew
that a major barrier to progress had been overcome!

113See Kadanoff and Niemeijer in Gunton and Green (1974),
Niemeijer and van Leeuwen (1976), Fisher (1983).

114See R. Shankar in Cao (1998) and Shankar (1994).
115For accounts of the critical behavior of the spherical

model, see Fisher (1966a), where long-range forces were also
considered, and, e.g., Stanley (1971), Baxter (1982), and Fisher
(1983).
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FIG. 5. A depiction of the space of Hamiltonians H — compare with Fig. 2—showing initial or physical manifolds [labelled (a),
(b), ¯ , as in Fig. 2] and the flows induced by repeated application of a discrete RG transformation Rb with a spatial rescaling
factor b (or induced by a corresponding continuous or differential RG). Critical trajectories are shown bold: they all terminate, in
the region of H shown here, at a fixed point H̄* . The full space contains, in general, other nontrivial, critical fixed points, describing
multicritical points and distinct critical-point universality classes; in addition, trivial fixed points, including high-temperature
‘‘sinks’’ with no outflowing or relevant trajectories, typically appear. Lines of fixed points and other more complex structures may
arise and, indeed, play a crucial role in certain problems. [After Fisher (1983).]
I returned from a year’s sabbatic leave at Stanford
University in the summer of 1971, by which time Ken
Wilson’s two basic papers were in print. Shortly after-
wards, in September, again while walking to lunch as I
recall, Ken Wilson discussed his latest results from the
nonlinear recursion relation with me. Analytical expres-
sions could be obtained by expanding V(l)(s) in a power
series:

V ~ l !~s !5rl s21ul s41v l s61¯ . (37)

If truncated at quadratic order one had a soluble
model—the Gaussian model (or free-field theory)—and
the recursion relation certainly worked exactly for that!
But to have a nontrivial model, one had to start not only
with r0 (as, essentially, the temperature variable) but, as
a minimum, one also had to include u0.0: the model
then corresponded to the well known lw4 field theory.
Although one might, thus, initially set v05w05¯50,
all these higher order terms were immediately generated
under renormalization; furthermore, there was no rea-
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son for u0 to be small and, for this reason and others, the
standard field-theoretic perturbation theories were inef-
fective.

Now, I had had a long-standing interest in the effects
of the spatial dimensionality d on singular behavior in
various contexts:116 so that issue was raised for Ken’s
recursion relation. Indeed, d appeared simply as an ex-
plicit parameter. It then became clear that d54 was a
special case in which the leading order corrections to the
Gaussian model vanished. Furthermore, above d54 di-
mensions classical behavior reappeared in a natural way
(since the parameters u0 , v0 , . . . all then became irrel-
evant). These facts fitted in nicely with the known spe-
cial role of d54 in other situations.117

For d53, however, one seemed to need the infinite set
of coefficients in Eq. (37) which all coupled together

116Fisher and Gaunt (1964), Fisher (1966a, 1966b; 1967c;
1972).

117See references in the previous footnote and Larkin and
Khmel’nitskii (1969), especially Appendix 2.
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under renormalization. But I suggested that maybe one
could treat the dimensional deviation, e542d , as a
small, nonintegral parameter in analyzing the recursion
relations for d,4. Ken soon showed this was effective!
Furthermore, the recursion relations proved to be exact
to leading order in e (so that if one replaced b52 by a
general value, the expected universal results were in-
deed, independent of b). A paper, entitled by Ken,
‘‘Critical Exponents in 3.99 Dimensions’’ was shortly
written, submitted, and published:118 it contained the
first general formula for a nonclassical exponent,
namely, g511 1

6 e1O(e2).
It transpired, however, that the perturbation param-

eter e provided more—namely, a systematic way of or-
dering the infinite set of discrete recursion relations not
only for the expansion coefficients of V(l)(s) but also for
further terms in the appropriate full space H, involving
spatial gradients or, equivalently but more usefully, the
momenta or wave vectors qi labelling the spin variables
ŝq , now re-expressed in Fourier space. With that facility
in hand, the previous approximations entailed in the
phase-space cell analysis could be dispensed with. Wil-
son then saw that he could precisely implement
his momentum-shell renormalization group119—
subsequently one of the most-exploited tools in critical
phenomena studies!

In essence this transformation is like decimation120 ex-
cept that the division of the variables in Eq. (33) is made
in momentum space: for ferromagnetic or gas-liquid-
type critical points the set $ ŝq

,% contains those ‘long-
wavelength’ or ‘low-momentum’ variables satisfying uq u
<qL /b , where qL5p/a is the (ultraviolet) momentum
cutoff implied by the lattice structure. Conversely, the
‘short-wavelength’, ‘high-momentum’ spin components
$ ŝq

.% having wave vectors lying in the momentum-space
shell: qL /b,uq u<qL , are integrated out. The spatial
rescaling now takes the form

q ⇒ q85bq, (38)

as follows from Eq. (27); but in analogy to z(b) in Eq.
(28), a nontrivial spin rescaling factor (‘‘multi-
plicative-wave function renormalization’’ in QFT) is in-
troduced via

118Wilson and Fisher (1972). The first draft was written by
Ken Wilson who graciously listed the authors in alphabetical
order.

119See Wilson and Fisher (1972) Eq. (18) and the related text.
120A considerably more general form of RG transformation

can be written as

exp~H̄8@s8# !5TrN
s $RN8,N~s8; s !exp~H̄@s# !%,

where the trace is taken over the full set of original spins s .
The N85N/bd renormalized spins $s8% are introduced via the
RG kernel RN8,N(s8; s) which incorporates spatial and spin
rescalings, etc., and which should satisfy a trace condition to
ensure the partition-function-preserving property (see Foot-
note 111) which leads to the crucial free-energy flow equation:
see Eq. (43) below. The decimation transformation, the
momentum-shell RG, and other transformations can be writ-
ten in this form.
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ŝq ⇒ ŝq8
8 5 ŝq / ĉ@b ,H̄# . (39)

The crucially important rescaling factor ĉ takes the form
bd2v and must be tuned in the critical region of interest
[which leads to v5 1

2 (d221h): compare with Eq. (4)].
It is also worth mentioning that by letting b→ 11 , one
can derive a differential or continuous flow RG and re-
write the recursion relation Eq. (34) as121

d

dl
H̄5B@H̄# . (40)

Such continuous flows are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. (If
it happens that H̄ can be represented, in general only
approximately, by a single coupling constant, say, g ,
then B reduces to the so-called beta-function b(g) of
QFT.)

For deriving e expansions on the basis of the momen-
tum shell RG, Feynman-graph perturbative techniques
as developed for QFT prove very effective.122 They en-
ter basically because one can take u0 5 O(e) small and
they play a role both in efficiently organizing the calcu-
lation and in performing the essential integrals (particu-
larly for systems with simple propagators and
vertices).123 Capitalizing on his field-theoretic expertise,
Wilson obtained, in only a few weeks after submitting
the first article, exact expansions for the exponents n, g,
and f to order e2 (and, by scaling, for all other
exponents).124 Furthermore, the anomalous
dimension—defined in Eq. (2) at the beginning of our
story—was calculated exactly to order e3: I cannot resist
displaying this striking result, namely,

h 5
~n12 !

2~n18 !2 e21
~n12 !

2~n18 !2 F6~3n114!

~n18 !2 2
1
4Ge3

1O~e4!, (41)

where the symmetry parameter n denotes the number of
components of the microscopic spin vectors, sWx
[(sx

m)m51, ..., n , so that one has just n51 for Ising

121See Wilson (1971a) and Footnote 112 above: in this form
the RG semigroup can typically be extended to an Abelian
group (MacLane and Birkhoff, 1967); but as already stressed,
this fact plays a negligible role.

122See Wilson (1972), Brézin, Wallace, and Wilson (1972),
Wilson and Kogut (1974), the reviews Brézin, Le Guillou, and
Zinn-Justin (1976), and Wallace (1976), and the texts Amit
(1978) and Itzykson and Drouffe (1989).

123Nevertheless, many more complex situations arise in con-
densed matter physics for which the formal application of
graphical techniques without an adequate understanding of the
appropriate RG structure can lead one seriously astray.

124See Wilson (1972) which was received on 1 December 1971
while Wilson and Fisher (1972) carries a receipt date of 11
October 1971.
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spins.125 Over the years these expansions have been ex-
tended to order e5 (and e6 for h)126 and many further
related expansions have been developed.127

XII. FLOWS, FIXED POINTS, UNIVERSALITY
AND SCALING

To complete my story—and to fill in a few logical gaps
over which we have jumped—I should explain how Wil-
son’s construction of RG transformations in the space H
enables RG theory to accomplish the ‘‘tasks’’ set out
above in Sec. VIII. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the recursive
application of an RG transformation Rb induces a flow
in the space of Hamiltonians, H. Then one observes that
‘‘sensible,’’ ‘‘reasonable,’’ or, better, ‘‘well-designed’’
RG transformations are smooth, so that points in the
original physical manifold, H̄(0)5H̄(t ,h), that are close,
say in temperature, remain so in H̄(1)[H̄8, i.e., under
renormalization, and likewise as the flow parameter l
increases, in H̄(l). Notice, incidentally, that since the
spatial scale renormalizes via x ⇒ x85blx one may re-
gard

l5logb~ ux8/ uxu!, (42)

as measuring, logarithmically, the scale on which the sys-
tem is being described—recall the physical scale depen-
dence of parameters discussed in Sec. IV; but note that,
in general, the form of the Hamiltonian is also changing
as the ‘‘scale’’ is changed or l increases. Thus a partially
renormalized Hamiltonian can be expected to take on a
more-or-less generic, mesoscopic form: Hence it repre-
sents an appropriate candidate to give meaning to a
Landau-Ginzburg or, now, LGW effective Hamiltonian:
recall the discussion of Landau’s work in Sec. II.

Thanks to the smoothness of the RG transformation,
if one knows the free energy f l[f @H̄(l)# at the l-th stage
of renormalization, then one knows the original free en-
ergy f @H̄# and its critical behavior: explicitly one has128

f~ t ,h ,¯ ![f @H̄#5b2dl f @H̄~ l !#[b2dlf l~ t ~ l !, h ~ l !,¯ !.
(43)

Furthermore, the smoothness implies that all the univer-
sal critical properties are preserved under renormaliza-
tion. Similarly one finds129 that the critical point of

125See, e.g., Fisher (1967b, 1974b, 1983), Kadanoff et al.
(1967), Stanley (1971), Aharony (1976), Patashinskii and Pok-
rovskii (1979).

126See Gorishny, Larin, and Tkachov (1984) but note that the
O(e5) polynomials in n are found accurately but some coeffi-
cients are known only within uncertainties.

127Recall Footnote 35.
128Recall the partition-function-preserving property set out in

Footnote 111 above which actually implies the basic relation
Eq. (43).

129See Wilson (1971a), Wilson and Kogut (1974), and Fisher
(1983).
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H̄(0)[H̄ maps on to that of H̄(1)[H̄8, and so on, as
illustrated by the bold flow lines in Fig. 5. Thus it is
instructive to follow the critical trajectories in H, i.e.,
those RG flow lines that emanate from a physical critical
point. In principle, the topology of these trajectories
could be enormously complicated and even chaotic: in
practice, however, for a well-designed or ‘‘apt’’ RG
transformation, one most frequently finds that the criti-
cal flows terminate—or, more accurately, come to an
asymptotic halt—at a fixed point H̄* , of the RG: see Fig.
5. Such a fixed point is defined, via Eqs. (34) or (40),
simply by

Rb@H̄* #5H̄* or B@H̄* #50. (44)

One then searches for fixed-point solutions: the role of
the fixed-point equation is, indeed, roughly similar to
that of Schrödinger’s Equation HC5EC , for stationary
states Ck of energy Ek in quantum mechanics.

Why are the fixed points so important? Some, in fact,
are not, being merely trivial, corresponding to no inter-
actions or to all spins frozen, etc. But the nontrivial fixed
points represent critical states; furthermore, the nature
of their criticality, and of the free energy in their neigh-
borhood, must, as explained, be identical to that of all
those distinct Hamiltonians whose critical trajectories
converge to the same fixed point! In other words, a par-
ticular fixed point defines a universality class of critical
behavior which ‘‘governs,’’ or ‘‘attracts’’ all those sys-
tems whose critical points eventually map onto it: see
Fig. 5.

Here, then we at last have the natural explanation of
universality: systems of quite different physical character
may, nevertheless, belong to the domain of attraction of
the same fixed point H̄* in H. The distinct sets of inflow-
ing trajectories reflect their varying physical content of
associated irrelevant variables and the corresponding
nonuniversal rates of approach to the asymptotic power
laws dicated by H* : see Eq. (22).

From each critical fixed point, there flow at least two
‘‘unstable’’ or outgoing trajectories. These correspond to
one or more relevant variables, specifically, for the case
illustrated in Fig. 5, to the temperature or thermal field,
t , and the magnetic or ordering field, h . See also Fig. 4.
If there are further relevant trajectories then, as dis-
cussed in Sec. VII, one can expect crossover to different
critical behavior. In the space H, such trajectories will
then typically lead to distinct fixed points describing (in
general) completely new universality classes.130

130A skeptical reader may ask: ‘‘But what if no fixed points
are found?’’ This can well mean, as it has frequently meant in
the past, simply that the chosen RG transformation was poorly
designed or ‘‘not apt.’’ On the other hand, a fixed point repre-
sents only the simplest kind of asymptotic flow behavior: other
types of asymptotic flow may well be identified and translated
into physical terms. Indeed, near certain types of trivial fixed
point, such procedures, long ago indicated by Wilson (1971a,
Wilson and Kogut, 1974), must be implemented: see, e.g.,
Fisher and Huse (1985).
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But what about power laws and scaling? The answer
to this question was already sketched in Sec. VIII; but
we will recapitulate here, giving a few more technical
details. However, trusting readers or those uninterested
in the analysis are urged to skip to the next section!

That said, one must start by noting that the smooth-
ness of a well-designed RG transformation means that it
can always be expanded locally—to at least some
degree—in a Taylor series.131 It is worth stressing that it
is this very property that fails for free energies in a criti-
cal region: to regain this ability, the large space of
Hamiltonians is crucial. Near a fixed point satisfying Eq.
(43) we can, therefore, rather generally expect to be able
to linearize by writing

Rb@H̄* 1gQ#5H̄* 1gLbQ1o~g ! (45)

as g → 0, or in differential form,

d

dl
~H̄* 1gQ!5gB1Q1o~g !. (46)

Now Lb and B1 are linear operators (albeit acting in a
large space H). As such we can seek eigenvalues and
corresponding ‘‘eigenoperators’’, say Qk (which will be
‘‘partial Hamiltonians’’). Thus, in parallel to quantum
mechanics, we may write

LbQk5Lk~b !Qk or B1Qk5lkQk , (47)

where, in fact, (by the semigroup property) the eigenval-
ues must be related by Lk(b)5blk. As in any such lin-
ear problem, knowing the spectrum of eigenvalues and
eigenoperators or, at least, its dominant parts, tells one
much of what one needs to know. Reasonably, the Qk
should form a basis for a general expansion

H̄>H̄* 1 (
k>1

gkQk . (48)

Physically, the expansion coefficient gk ([gk
(0)) then

represents the thermodynamic field132 conjugate to the
‘‘critical operator’’ Qk which, in turn, will often be close
to some combination of local operators. Indeed, in a
characteristic critical-point problem one finds two rel-
evant operators, say Q1 and Q2 with l1 , l2.0. Invari-
ably, one of these operators can, say by its symmetry, be
identified with the local energy density, Q1 > E, so that
g1 > t is the thermal field; the second then characterizes
the order parameter, Q2 > C with field g2 > h . Under
renormalization each gk varies simply as gk

(l)'blklgk
(0) .

Finally,133 one examines the flow equation (43) for the
free energy. The essential point is that the degree of
renormalization, bl, can be chosen as large as one
wishes. When t → 0, i.e., in the critical region which it is
our aim to understand, a good choice proves to be bl

131See Wilson (1971a), Wilson and Kogut (1974), Fisher
(1974b), Wegner (1972, 1976), Kadanoff (1976).

132Reduced, as always, by the factor 1/kBT : see e.g., Eq. (18).
133See references in Footnote 131.
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51/utu1/l1, which clearly diverges to `. One then finds
that Eq. (43) leads to the basic scaling relation Eq. (19)
which we will rewrite here in greater generality as

fs~ t , h , ¯ , gj ,¯ !'utu22aF S h

utuD
,¯ ,

gj

utuf j
,¯ D .

(49)

This is the essential result: recall, for example, that it
leads to the ‘‘collapse’’ of equation-of-state data as de-
scribed in Sec. VI.

Now, however, the critical exponents can be ex-
pressed directly in terms of the RG eigenexponents lk
(for the fixed point in question). Specifically one finds

22a5
d

l1
, D5

l2

l1
, f j5

l j

l1
, and n5

1
l1

.

(50)

Then, as already explained in Secs. VI and VII, the sign
of a given f j and, hence, of the corresponding l j deter-
mines the relevance (for l j.0), marginality (for l j50),
or irrelevance (for l j,0) of the corresponding critical
operator Qj (or ‘‘perturbation’’) and of its conjugate
field gj : this field might, but for most values of j will not,
be under direct experimental control. As explained pre-
viously, all exponent relations (15), (20), etc., follow
from scaling, while the first and last of the equations (50)
yield the hyperscaling relation Eq. (32).

When there are no marginal variables and the least
negative f j is larger than unity in magnitude, a simple
scaling description will usually work well and the
Kadanoff picture almost applies. When there are no rel-
evant variables and only one or a few marginal variables,
field-theoretic perturbative techniques of the Gell-
Mann-Low (1954), Callan-Symanzik134 or so-called
‘‘parquet diagram’’ varieties135 may well suffice (assum-
ing the dominating fixed point is sufficiently simple to be
well understood). There may then be little incentive for
specifically invoking general RG theory. This seems,
more or less, to be the current situation in QFT and it
applies also in certain condensed matter problems.136

XIII. CONCLUSIONS

My tale is now told: following Wilson’s 1971 papers
and the introduction of the e-expansion in 1972 the sig-
nificance of the renormalization group approach in

134See Wilson (1975), Brézin et al. (1976), Amit (1978), Itzyk-
son and Drouffe (1989).

135Larkin and Khmel’nitskii (1969).
136See, e.g., the case of dipolar Ising-type ferromagnets in

d53 dimensions investigated experimentally by Ahlers,
Kornblit, and Guggenheim (1975) following theoretical work
by Larkin and Khmel’nitskii (1969) and Aharony (see 1976,
Sec. 4E).
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statistical mechanics was soon widely recognized137 and
exploited by many authors interested in critical and mul-
ticritical phenomena and in other problems in the broad
area of condensed matter physics, physical chemistry,
and beyond. Some of these successes have already been
mentioned in order to emphasize, in particular, those
features of the full RG theory that are of general signifi-
cance in the wide range of problems lying beyond the
confines of quantum field theory and fundamental high-
energy physics. But to review those developments would
go beyond the mandate of this Colloquium.138

A further issue is the relevance of renormalization
group concepts to quantum field theory. I have ad-
dressed that only in various peripheral ways. Insofar as I
am by no means an expert in quantum field theory, that
is not inappropriate; but perhaps one may step back a
moment and look at QFT from the general philosophi-
cal perspective of understanding complex, interacting
systems. Then, I would claim, statistical mechanics is a
central science of great intellectual significance—as just

137Footnote 86 drew attention to the first international con-
ference on critical phenomena organized by Melville S. Green
and held in Washington in April 1965. Eight years later, in late
May 1973, Mel Green, with an organizing committee of J. D.
Gunton, L. P. Kadanoff, K. Kawasaki, K. G. Wilson, and the
author, mounted another conference to review the progress in
theory in the previous decade. The meeting was held in a
Temple University Conference Center in rural Pennsylvania.
The proceedings (Gunton and Green, 1974) entitled Renor-
malization Group in Critical Phenomena and Quantum Field
Theory, are now mainly of historical interest. The discussions
were recorded in full but most papers only in abstract or out-
line form. Whereas in the 1965 conference the overwhelming
number of talks concerned experiments, now only J.M.H. (An-
neke) Levelt Sengers and Guenter Ahlers spoke to review ex-
perimental findings in the light of theory. Theoretical talks
were presented, in order, by P. C. Martin, Wilson, Fisher,
Kadanoff, B. I. Halperin, E. Abrahams, Niemeijer (with van
Leeuwen), Wegner, Green, Suzuki, Fisher and Wegner
(again), E. K. Riedel, D. J. Bergman (with Y. Imry and D.
Amit), M. Wortis, Symanzik, Di Castro, Wilson (again), G.
Mack, G. Dell-Antonio, J. Zinn-Justin, G. Parisi, E. Brézin, P.
C. Hohenberg (with Halperin and S.-K. Ma) and A. Aharony.
Sadly, there were no participants from the Soviet Union but
others included R. Abe, G. A. Baker, Jr., T. Burkhardt, R. B.
Griffiths, T. Lubensky, D. R. Nelson, E. Siggia, H. E. Stanley,
D. Stauffer, M. J. Stephen, B. Widom and A. Zee. As the lists
of names and participants illustrates, many active young theo-
rists had been attracted to the area, had made significant con-
tributions, and were to make more in subsequent years.

138Some reviews already mentioned that illustrate applica-
tions are Fisher (1974b), Wilson (1975), Wallace (1976), Aha-
rony (1976), Patashinskii and Pokrovskii (1979), Nelson
(1983), and Creswick et al. (1992). Beyond these, attention
should be drawn to the notable article by Hohenberg and Hal-
perin (1977) that reviews dynamic critical phenomena, and to
many articles on further topics in the Domb and Lebowitz
series Phase Transitions and Critical Phenomena, Vols. 7 and
beyond (Academic, London, 1983).
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one reminder, the concepts of ‘‘spin-glasses’’ and the
theoretical and computational methods developed to
analyze them (such as ‘‘simulated annealing’’) have
proved of interest in physiology for the study of neu-
ronal networks and in operations research for solving
hard combinatorial problems. In that view, even if one
focuses only on the physical sciences, the land of statis-
tical physics is broad, with many dales, hills, valleys and
peaks to explore that are of relevance to the real world
and to our ways of thinking about it. Within that land
there is an island, surrounded by water: I will not say
‘‘by a moat’’ since, these days, more and broader bridges
happily span the waters and communicate with the
mainland! That island is devoted to what was ‘‘particle
physics’’ and is now ‘‘high-energy physics’’ or, more gen-
erally, to the deepest lying and, in that sense, the ‘‘most
fundamental’’ aspects of physics. The reigning theory on
the island is quantum field theory—the magnificent set
of ideas and techniques that inspired the symposium139

that lead to this Colloquium. Those laboring on the is-
land have built most impressive skyscrapers reaching to
the heavens!

Nevertheless, from the global viewpoint of statistical
physics—where many degrees of freedom, the ever-
present fluctuations, and the diverse spatial and tempo-
ral scales pose the central problems—quantum field
theory may be regarded as describing a rather special set
of statistical mechanical models. As regards applications
they have been largely restricted to d54 spatial dimen-
sions [more physically, of course to (311) dimensions]
although in the last decade string theory has dramatically
changed that! The practitioners of QFT insist on the
preeminence of some pretty special symmetry groups,
the Poincaré group, SU(3), and so on, which are not all
so ‘‘natural’’ at first sight—even though the role of
guage theories as a unifying theme in modeling nature
has been particularly impressive. But, of course, we
know these special features of QFT are not matters of
choice—rather, they are forced on us by our explora-
tions of Nature itself. Indeed, as far as we know pres-
ently, there is only one high-energy physics; whereas, by
contrast, the ingenuity of chemists, materials scientists,
and of Life itself, offers a much broader, multifaceted
and varied panorama of systems to explore both concep-
tually and in the laboratory.

From this global standpoint, renormalization group
theory represents a theoretical tool of depth and power.
It first flowered luxuriantly in condensed matter physics,
especially in the study of critical phenomena. But it is
ubiquitous because of its potential for linking physical
behavior across disparate scales; its ideas and techniques
play a vital role in those cases where the fluctuations on
many different physical scales truly interact. But it pro-
vides a valuable perspective—through concepts such as
‘relevance,’ ‘marginality’ and ‘irrelevance,’ even when
scales are well separated! One can reasonably debate
how vital renormalization group concepts are for quan-

139See Cao (1998).
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tum field theory itself. Certain aspects of the full theory
do seem important because Nature teaches us, and par-
ticle physicists have learned, that quantum field theory
is, indeed, one of those theories in which the different
scales are connected together in nontrivial ways via the
intrinsic quantum-mechanical fluctuations. However, in
current quantum field theory, only certain facets of
renormalization group theory play a pivotal role.140

High energy physics did not have to be the way it is!
But, even if it were quite different, we would still need
renormalization group theory in its fullest generality in
condensed matter physics and, one suspects, in further
scientific endeavors in the future.
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APPENDIX. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

In specifying critical behavior (and asymptotic varia-
tion more generally) a little more precision than nor-
mally used is really called for. Following well-
established custom, I use . for ‘‘approximately equals’’
in a rough and ready sense, as in p2 . 10. But to ex-
press ‘‘f(x) varies like xl when x is small and positive,’’
i.e., just to specify a critical exponent, I write:

f~x !;xl ~x→01 !. (A1)

Then the precise implication is

limx→01@ lnuf~x !u/ ln x#5l ; (A2)

140It is interesting to look back and read in Gunton and
Green (1973) pp. 157–160, Wilson’s thoughts in May 1973 re-
garding the ‘‘Field Theoretic Implications of the Renormaliza-
tion Group’’ at a point just before the ideas of asymptotic free-
dom became clarified for non-Abelian gauge theory by Gross
and Wilczek (1973) and Politzer (1973).

141Most recently under Grant CHE 96-14495.
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see Fisher (1967b, Sec. 1.4; 1983, Sec. 2.4). To give more
information, specifically a critical amplitude like D in
Eq. (2), I define ' as ‘‘asymptotically equals’’ so that

f~x !'g~x ! (A3)

as x → 0 1 implies

limx→01f~x !/g~x !51. (A4)

Thus, for example, one has

~12cos x !' 1
2 x2;x2, (A5)

when x→0. See Fisher (1967b, Secs. 6.2, 6.3, and 7.2) but
note that in Eqs. (6.2.6)–(6.3.5) the symbol . should
read '; note also De Bruijn’s (1958) discussion of ' in
his book Asymptotic Methods in Analysis. The AIP and
APS ‘‘strong recommendation’’ to use ' as ‘‘approxi-
mately equals’’ is to be, and has been strongly
decried!142 It may also be remarked that few physicists,
indeed, use ; in the precise mathematical sense origi-
nally introduced by Poincaré in his pioneering analysis
of asymptotic series: see, e.g., Jeffreys and Jeffreys
(1956) Secs. 17•02, 23•082, and 23•083. De Bruijn and
the Jeffreys also, of course, define the O(•) symbol
which is frequently misused in the physics literature:
thus f5O(g) (x→0), should mean uf u , cugu for some
constant c and uxu small enough so that, e.g. (12cos x)
5O(x) is correct even though less informative than
(12cos x)5O(x2).
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